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Abstract
Mesenchymal Stem Cells (MSCs) are utilised in regenerative medicine due to their
multilineage differentiation potential, ease of isolation, capacity for in vitro
expansion and wide-spread availability in the adult tissues. Their therapeutic
applications have been widely demonstrated. In order to facilitate their transition
from a bench to bedside therapeutic, on-demand availability of cells is required.
Cryopreservation is thus a crucial element in achieving this goal as it permits the
long term stabilisation of biological cells. For successful cryopreservation, ultra-low
temperatures are needed. However, uncontrolled elevated temperatures cannot be
avoided in certain situations. The work presented in this thesis focuses on the
investigation of the influence of temperature elevation on the cryopreservation of
MSCs. This thesis comprises of three separate components. The first section
examines the temperature variations of cryopreserved stem cells during
transportation, using conventional solid CO2 as the cryogenic agent. It was observed
that significant temperature variations can occur using this method of transportation.
The second study investigates the effects of temperature elevations of cryopreserved
MSCs derived from rats. A multiple regression model composed of two exponentials
is proposed to approximate the detrimental effects on cell viability. It demonstrates
that temperature elevations have an imminent detrimental effect on cell viability. The
topic is further elaborated in a subsequent study which uses human-derived MSCs as
well as a larger sample set. In addition, an active learning sampling strategy in
conjunction with Gaussian process data model is presented which attempts to
maximise the information return from the experiments. This study demonstrates the
existence of a “lethal” region causing the highest detrimental effect to cell viability.
xvi

Chapter 1 Introduction

1

Introduction

1.1 Background and motivation
The discovery of stem cells and their remarkable capacity to self-replicate and
differentiate into any tissue in the body has generated intense scientific interest,
giving rise to a new concept in healthcare – regenerative medicine. Stem cells are
now considered a universal tool with applications in a wide range of therapies.
Moreover, they are self-derived and pre-engineered to recognise and integrate fully
with the body’s complex signal transduction network and cellular microenvironment
without the risk of rejection; a feat not yet simulated in any other field of medicine.
Mesenchymal Stem Cells (MSCs) constitute one of the stem cell populations in the
body. MSCs are unique in their capacity as a cellular therapy due to their
multilineage differentiation potential, widespread presence in various tissues, ease of
isolation and in vitro expansion capabilities. Consequently, a wide spectrum of
therapeutic applications has been extensively researched with great success, leading
to a number of clinical trials currently underway to assess the effectiveness of MSC
treatment for conditions including spinal cord injury (1, 2), osteoarthritis (3, 4),
Parkinson’s disease (5), multiple sclerosis (6, 7) and many more.

Long term stabilisation of stem cells is vital for the progression of stem cell research
and the successful translation of stem cell based therapies to a clinical setting.
Despite the fact that adult stem cells, including MSCs, are renewable, their
availability can be affected by trauma, disease or treatment of pathophysiological
conditions. It has also been shown that aging is a factor leading to a lower density,
reduced proliferation and differentiation potential of MSCs in the adult tissue (8-11).
Besides the conventional source of MSCs – bone marrow – some alternative sources
including umbilical cord, placenta and cord blood (12) are only available during
2
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birth. Due to these reasons, it is becoming a wide spread practice to harvest stem
cells from patients during the early phases of treatment or even from healthy
individuals and new born babies with no immediate intention to perform cell
transplantation but rather for having stem cells readily available if needed for therapy
in the future. The ability to preserve cells permits completion of quality and safety
testing before use as well as transportation of the cells between the sites of
collection, processing and administration (13). The emergence of this ‘biobanking’
necessitates the need to achieve long term stabilisation of stem cells for research
applications in order to have different cell lines promptly available on demand.

Cryopreservation and dehydration are the main methods permitting long term
stabilisation of biological cells, with the former being the standard practice used with
stem cells. At ultra-low temperatures all cellular bioprocesses become suppressed,
effectively pausing the biological clock. However, before this stabilised state can be
reached, cells have to survive an intermediate stage where the critical physical,
chemical and physiological alterations take place. It is this intermediate stage that is
primarily associated with cell injury. The early work in the area of understanding
freezing injury manifested in the publication of “Life and death at low temperature”
(14) and has been elaborated extensively thereafter. A number of hypotheses have
emerged over the years and contributed towards a deeper understanding of the
mechanisms of freezing injury. The development of penetrating cryoprotectants has
overcome the fundamental problems of low temperature preservation associated with
the phase change of water and enabled the progression of applied cryopreservation.
This science is built almost solely on an empirical basis as a functional
understanding of the exact mechanisms behind cryopreservation-related processes
remains a focus of discussion.
3
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While an ultra-low temperature is a fundamental requirement in order to achieve
successful long term stabilisation of biological cells, elevation of temperature may
occur during the storage of cryopreserved cells in real life applications. For example,
it can be caused by the breakdown of a cryostorage system. In addition, a higher risk
of temperature elevation is associated with the transportation of frozen cells. The
common stem cell transportation practice of using solid CO2 as a cooling agent is
another potential cause of temperature elevation primarily because solid CO2
sublimates at relatively high temperature marginally close to the acceptable limit
necessary to ensure safe cryopreservation.

The effects of temperature elevation have not been studied sufficiently in the context
of stem cell preservation. MSCs in particular have not been studied in this regard. In
response to this, the work presented in this thesis focuses on examining these effects
and determining the underlying relationship in order to model the process using
mathematical methods. The first part of the work presented here includes a study
carried out to determine the actual thermal conditions during transportation of
cryopreserved MSCs with solid CO2. This method is routinely used for transfer of
cryopreserved stem cell specimens as a cost effective alternative to liquid nitrogen
shippers, however it involves a higher risk of temperature elevation. The aim of this
study was to evaluate the risk and severity of temperature elevation associated with
this transportation practice. However, the main focus of this thesis is to investigate
the effects on MSC survival caused by the exposure to elevated temperatures. The
implicit objective is to develop a model relating the elevated temperature and
exposure time with the survival of MSCs. Temperatures ranging from -20°C to 37°C
and -40°C to 20°C were investigated in two separate studies including MSCs from
rat and human bone marrow. The temperature ranges investigated refer to a complete
4
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breakdown of the temperature control system in the context of stem cell storage or
near complete and complete sublimation of CO2 in the context of frozen stem cell
transportation. The work presented in this thesis provides new information of how
cryopreserved MSCs respond to elevated temperatures.

1.2 Thesis structure
The structure of the thesis is as follows:

Chapter 2 – provides a detailed review of relevant literature. It includes an overview
of advances in stem cell research and their therapeutic applications, with the main
focus on bone marrow-derived MSC. The importance of long term stabilisation by
cryopreservation is discussed as well as the fundamentals of stem cell
cryopreservation and issues relating to this process are described. An outline of the
optimal cryopreservation protocols and current practices follows, along with the
currently

published

information

on

the

effects

of

higher-than-optimal

cryopreservation temperature.

Chapter 3 – investigates the risk of temperature elevation associated with the
transportation of cryopreserved stem cells using solid CO2. An implicit objective
was to determine shipping conditions and shipment handling activities which present
this risk. It was found that considerable temperature elevations are common when
using this method and are primarily associated with handling activities; specifically
due to changes in the spatial orientation of the transport container closure system.

5
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Chapter 4 – presents a system designed and built to allow laboratory simulation of
temperature elevation conditions in order to investigate the effect of such elevated
temperatures on the cryopreserved MSCs.

Chapter 5 – describes a study designed to investigate the effect of temperature
elevation in the range between -20°C and 37°C on the cryopreserved MSCs derived
from rat bone marrow (rMSC). The data collected in this study was used to develop
an approximating model of rMSC membrane integrity response to the
aforementioned temperature elevation conditions. This chapter has been accepted to
the journal of Cryo-Letters.

Chapter 6 – outlines a study designed to investigate the effect of temperature
elevation in the range between -40°C and 20°C on the cryopreserved MSCs derived
from the human bone marrow. In addition to the different temperature range and use
of human MSCs instead of rat MSCs, this study employed an active learning
methodology in combination with the Gaussian process data model for selecting the
optimal sampling locations and therefore increasing the information from the limited
size sample set. This chapter has been published in the IEEE Transactions on
Computational Biology and Bioinformatics (2012, 9(3), 846-856).

Chapter 7 – presents a summary of the work completed and also details the
conclusions drawn from the work.
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Literature Review

2.1 Stem cells – A review of scientific progress
A stem cell is a remarkable biological entity that has the unique capacity to renew
itself, as well as give rise to other specialised cell types. Stem cells originate as
undifferentiated cells lacking tissue-specific characteristics and possess the ability to
become a differentiated cell completely distinct from its precursor, have the capacity
for extensive self renewal and the facility to maintain itself throughout the entire
lifespan of an organism (15).

It is important to distinguish that stem cells, by their origin, are defined as
Embryonic Stem Cells (ESCs) or Adult Stem Cells (ASCs). While the source of
ESCs is the inner mass of the embryo, ASCs have been identified in most adult
tissues including bone marrow, peripheral blood, brain, spinal cord, dental pulp,
blood vessels, skeletal muscle, epithelia of the skin and digestive system, cornea,
retina, liver, and pancreas. This stem cell population is also present in umbilical cord
blood (16). The ability to manipulate lineage-specific commitment of adult stem
cells, in vitro or in vivo, to become a variety of cell types useful for transplantation in
cell-based therapy of genetic and degenerative diseases, is evident from the vast
amount of published literature.

2.1.1 Bone marrow-derived stem cells
Bone marrow contains a number of stem cells which form less than 0.1% of
nucleated cells in the marrow (16). One of the earliest discovered and most well
characterised populations of bone marrow stem cells are hematopoietic stem cells
(HSCs) (17, 18). HSCs give rise to all types of blood cells in the body. Shortly after
the discovery of HSCs, another cell population was identified in the bone marrow –
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Mesenchymal Stem Cells (MSCs) (19, 20). This stem cell population has also been
referred to as skeletal stem cells, bone marrow stromal cells and multipotent
mesenchymal stromal cells, however, these terms are less frequent in the scientific
literature. There is also a level of uncertainty as to whether bone marrow stromal
cells and MSCs are in fact the same population (21). The MSC population generates
non-hematopietic tissue including bone, cartilage, fat, tendon, muscle, and marrow
stroma (22). The bone marrow also contains a population of progenitor cells that
differentiate into endothelial cells, a type of cell that lines the blood vessel, however,
there is still some controversy surrounding this cell population (23). A schematic
view of bone marrow stem cell compartments is represented in Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1: Schematic view of the bone marrow stem cell compartments. Adapted from (16)
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2.1.2 Mesenchymal stem cells
MSCs which reside in the cavity of bone have been identified and characterised
through the pioneering work of Friedenstein et al. (1966) (19) and later elaborated by
Owen et al. (1988) in the UK (20), followed by other scientists around the world.
The precise definition of MSCs remains a matter of debate due to the fact that they
lack a unique marker. For human MSCs, the minimal criteria proposed by the
Mesenchymal and Tissue Stem Cell Committee of the International Society for
Cellular Therapy is defined as: (i) MSCs must be plastic–adherent when maintained
in standard culture conditions and develop Colony-Forming Unit-Fibroblasts (CFUFs) as represented in Figure 2.2; (ii) MSCs must express CD105, CD73 and CD 90
and lack expression of CD45, CD34, CD14 or CD11b, CD79alpha or CD19 and
HLA-DR surface molecules and; (iii) MSCs must also demonstrate tri-lineage
differentiation into osteocytes, adipocytes and chondrocytes in vitro (24).

MSCs represent only a very small
fraction of the total nucleated cell
population in the marrow – 0.001 –
0.01%

(22).

Nevertheless,

this

population of stem cells plays a vital
role in the survival of an organism. It
has been reported that the population of
Figure 2.2: Human bone marrow derived
MSCs adherent to plastic tissue culture flask

MSCs decreases with age or infirmity
(8, 25-28) and that their relative

and showing fibroblast-like morphology.

presence can control the outcome of
reparative events of skeletal tissue. In summary, the complement and performance of
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MSCs can have a dramatic impact on mortality by controlling the body’s capacity to
naturally remodel, repair and rejuvenate various tissues on demand (29).

A considerable effort has also been made to gain a deeper understanding of the
differentiation potential of MSCs. It has been demonstrated that MSCs have the
capacity to differentiate into chondrocytes, adipocytes and osteoblasts (22, 30),
vascular smooth muscle cells (31), skeletal myoblasts (32) and cardiomyocytes (33).

In recent years it has been reported that in addition to the bone marrow, multipotent
MSCs can be isolated from a variety of other tissues including the umbilical cord
blood (34, 35), adipose tissue (36, 37), skeletal muscle (38), human placenta (39),
dermal tissue (40), intervertebral disc (41), synovial membrane (42), amniotic fluid
(43) and various dental tissues (44).

2.1.3 Clinical applications of mesenchymal stem cells
MSCs have generated huge interest regarding their use as a cellular therapy in
regenerative medicine and tissue engineering. Due to their ease of isolation,
expansion, broad differentiation potential and their widespread presence in various
tissues, these cells have become attractive candidates for a diversity of disease
conditions in need of tissue repair and regeneration.

At present, bone marrow is the most elaborated source of MSCs. These cells can be
readily isolated via aspiration from the bone marrow, specifically the superior iliac
crest and cultured with high efficiency in vitro. The technique for isolating, purifying
and culture expanding MSCs from bone marrow specimens in vitro has been
optimised over the years. With an expansion potential exceeding one billion-fold in
culture (45), these cells promise a universal ‘raw material’ for clinical applications.
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There have been a number of exciting clinical applications of MSCs reported in the
literature and these address a broad spectrum of conditions. Skeletal tissue
regeneration is the primary focus in the clinical use of MSCs. Numerous studies
have attempted to demonstrate the feasibility of MSC-mediated bone regeneration in
conditions where complete spontaneous healing could not be achieved due to
extensive loss of bone tissue. In general, MSCs can either be systemically
administered using intravenous (IV) injection or directly implanted in the bone
defect site. The systemic approach relies on the capacity of MSCs to migrate across
the endothelium and home to injured tissues in a manner similar to the migration of
leukocytes to sites of inflammation (46). Several studies have shown that MSCs
home to sites of bone fractures (47-51) or to bones with impaired development (52).
Although the systematic approach is attractive, the direct implantation approach aims
at concentrating a higher number of MSCs at the site of injury thereby attempting to
reduce the risk of cell migration to other sites in the body (46). A clinical study
conducted in 2001 has also demonstrated the success of locally injected ex vivo
expanded autologus MSCs for the treatment of large bone defects in patients with
defective fracture healing (53).

In addition to bone regeneration, MSCs are targeted for the regeneration of cartilage.
Due to its avascular, hypocellular nature; articular cartilage has a very limited
capacity of effective repair. Degradation of cartilage is characteristic to degenerative
joint disease or osteoarthritis (OA) (54, 55). The capacity of adult MSCs to
differentiate into chondrocytes makes them ideal candidates for cartilage tissue
repair. Direct intra-articular injection of MSCs has proven beneficial against
degenerative changes in trauma-induced OA in animal studies (55). MSCs have also
been found to have limited success in forming long-lasting cartilage tissue (46) in
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human studies (56, 57). Other studies in which animal models were used have
demonstrated the feasibility of using biodegradable scaffolds seeded with MSCs for
articular cartilage repair (58, 59).

There is also a growing interest in the area of non-skeletal tissue regeneration by
MSCs including heart, nerve, liver, kidney, lungs and pancreas (46). The potential of
MSCs in cardiovascular disease therapy has been demonstrated in animal models;
namely in the study conducted by Makino et al. (2003) and has shown that
cardiomyocytes generated from MSCs remained differentiated after transplantation
to the heart (60). Magini et al. (2008) also demonstrated that transplantation of
MSCs improved cardiac function (61). Other promising research findings have led to
a number of pre-clinical studies in large animals resulting in further encouragement
of MSC potential for the treatment of heart disease (62-64). Small scale clinical
studies have also been undertaken and report excellent results (65, 66). MSCs have
also shown beneficial effects in animals with lung injury (67). These results have
broad implications in the area of lung disease associated with environmental damage
(68).

MSCs have also proven lucrative in the area of tissue engineering. MSCs are
candidates for use in tissue engineering because of the relative ease of expansion in
vitro and their differentiation potential (69). Tissue engineering methods using MSC
loaded scaffolds have also been demonstrated in a number of animal models to repair
segmental defects in long bones (70-73) and spinal fusion (74). Other examples of
clinical applications include MSC-seeded scaffolds in engineered craniofacial bone
(75). Several studies have demonstrated that locally implanted MSCs are effective in
the treatment of bone defects (76, 77).
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2.2 Cryopreservation of stem cells
Long term stabilisation of stem cells is at the core of stem cell research and stem
cell-based therapies primarily because it is vital to have stocks of cells readily
available on demand (78). If cells are maintained in a liquid milieu, they undergo
age-related processes that cause progressive loss of viability. To prevent such
degradation, cells need to be placed in conditions that essentially stop all chemical
reactions for the duration of the time of storage (79). The standard method for longterm stabilisation of biological cells is freezing at ultra-low temperatures (typically
using liquid nitrogen). This process in known as cryopreservation.

The freezing behaviour of stem cells has been described as early as 1955 (80) and
was extensively researched thereafter, mostly involving HSCs. There has been
considerably less research on the freezing behaviour of MSCs up until recently, with
more comprehensive studies appearing as late as 1996 (81).

2.2.1 Fundamentals of cryobiology
Long term stabilisation of a stem cell population is achieved through suppression of
cellular bioprocesses. The biological metabolism in living cells dramatically
diminishes at low temperatures - this is the fundamental factor that permits
cryopreservation of living cells (82). At temperatures below the normothermic range
(32-37°C for mammalian species), the loss of heat to the environment causes the
reduction of kinetic energy necessary to support chemical reactions and this in turn
disrupts metabolic activity of living cells. However, before this stable cryopreserved
state can be reached, a transition through the intermediate state is necessary. Within
this range (0°C to -70°C), the critical physical, chemical and physiological
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alterations take place which are associated with cell injury and this is known as
freezing injury or cryoinjury. Some hypotheses have emerged over the years that
have led to a functional understanding of freezing injury – these include the twofactor hypothesis (83), minimum volume (84, 85), salt concentration (86, 87) and
several others. The advent of penetrating cryoprotective agents (CPAs), most notably
glycerol and dimethyl-sulfoxide (DMSO) and their successful use in the
cryopreservation of a variety of living cells have formed the basis of applied
cryopreservation as used today for the long-term storage of stem cells.

Gao et al. (2000) (82) summarised the major steps crucial in the process of
cryopreservation as follows:

i.

Addition of CPAs to cells before cooling,

ii.

Controlled cooling of cells towards ultra-low temperatures followed by a
storage period in cryogenic environment (e.g. liquid nitrogen),

iii.

Thawing of cells,

iv.

Removal of CPAs from the cells after thawing.

Unfortunately, cryoinjury is a complex process and can be caused by individual or
any combination of the above steps.

2.2.2 The mechanisms of cryoinjury
Cryoinjury of living cells is primarily associated with the events arising from the
phase change of water in both extra and intracellular environments (82). Such phase
changes occurs in the intermediate temperature zone from approximately 0°C to 70°C, but this range may vary depending on the composition of the preservation
solution. During transition through this intermediate temperature zone, water
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transport between intracellular and extracellular solutions is one of the major factors
determining cell fate.

The kinetics of the water exchange process during cell freezing was first described
by Mazur (88) and relates the amount of water in a cell with temperature. A chain of
events related to water transport between intracellular and extracellular solutions
governs the fate of cells during transition through the intermediate temperature zone.
As cells are cooled to approximately -5°C, both the cells and the surrounding
medium remains unfrozen and super-cooled. Between -5°C and approximately 15°C, ice forms in the external medium; however, the intra-cellular solution remains
unfrozen and super-cooled. The super-cooled water in the cells has a greater
chemical potential than that of the water in the partially frozen extracellular solution
and water thus flows out of the cells osmotically and freezes externally (82). The
total amount of water that can be transported during this transition period depends on
the cooling rate.

Mazur described two cases of cryoinjury caused by water transport at slow and fast
cooling rates in his “two-factor” hypothesis (83), with other researchers further
elaborating in this field. The mechanisms of injury during fast and slow cooling can
be summarised as follows:

i.

In the event of rapid cooling, intracellular water cannot be transferred
through the cell membrane fast enough because the chemical potential in the
extracellular solution is being lowered at a greater rate than the rate at which
water can escape out of the cell to maintain equilibrium. Therefore cells
become increasingly super-cooled, eventually attaining equilibrium by
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freezing intracellulary (89). This effect is also known as Intracellular Ice
Formation (IIF) and it usually associated with lethal damage to the cells (90,
91). For most cell types, there is a fairly narrow range of cooling rates over
which the percentage of cells with IIF increases from 0% to 100% (78).

ii.

In the event of slow cooling, the cells will lose water rapidly enough to
concentrate the intracellular solutes sufficiently to eliminate super-cooling.
However, they will experience a collection of damage mechanisms falling
under the general classification of “solution effects” (92) which include:
a. Dehydration damage to lipid vesicles and cell membranes. There are
several proposed mechanisms for the loss of membrane integrity due
to dehydration including phase separation, membrane fusion, phase
transition, lipid desorption/dissolution, formation of non-lamellar
phases and partitioning of amphiphilic molecules into the membrane
(92).
b. Severe volume shrinkage and the resulting physical compression
forces in the cell membrane (84, 85, 93). This injury mechanism is
known as the “minimum volume hypothesis”. Cell shrinkage has also
been implicated in the loss of cell membrane area due to vesiculation
(94).
c.

Long term exposure to high solute concentrations (composed mainly
of electrolytes) before they reach the point at which all of the
components in the solution are solidified. Exposure to elevated salt
concentrations has been shown to cause damage due to denaturation
of lipoproteins in the cell membrane (95).
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d. Mechanical damage due to formation of channels between adjacent
ice crystals, in which cells are sequestered. As the temperature
decreases, the size of the channels decreases too (78) hence the
compression and shear forces affected by this process on the cells
may result in membrane damage (96-98).
e. Damage due to eutectic formations (99) - postulated to be due to two
possible mechanisms: (i) mechanical damage by eutectic crystals or
(ii) formation of intracellular eutectic crystals (92).
It is evident from the published literature that the mechanisms of injury are clearly
defined for the case of fast cooling. However, due to various phenomena occurring
simultaneously during slow freezing it has been difficult to ascertain the exact
damage mechanism to cells (92).

Figure 2.3 illustrates the effects of different freezing rates on water transport and
phase change.
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Figure 2.3: Schematic representation of the physical events occuring in cells during freezing.
Adapted from (82).

Regardless of the injury mechanism, both scenarios constitute lethal effects on
biological cells. The ideal cooling rate, where the survival of cells is optimal, is slow
enough that the intracellular ice cannot form and rapid enough that the cells are not
damaged by “solution effects”. For many of the cell types, the survival curve in
respect to the freezing rate has an inverted ‘U’ shape and the peak of this curve
corresponds to the optimal cooling rate as illustrated in Figure 2.4.
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Figure 2.4: Relationship between the cooling rate and survival of hypothetical cells. At slow
cooling rates “solution effects” are the dominant factor in cell damage. These effects are
minimised at fast cooling rates due to decreasing exposure time. On the other hand, fast cooling
rates promote IIF, which becomes a dominant factor in cell damage, while slow cooling reduces
the likelhood of IIF. The combination of these two factors produces the characteristic inverted
“U” shape survival curve. The optimal cooling rate minimises both the “solution effects” and
the likelihood of IIF. Adapted from (100, 101).

2.2.3 The role of cryoprotective agents
Cryoprotective agents, CPAs, are used to promote cell survival during freezing. The
two most commonly used CPAs are glycerol and DMSO (78) and are categorised as
‘penetrating cryoprotectants’. Penetrating cryoprotectants are small molecules that
easily penetrate cell membranes. Other (non-penetrating) substances used include
sugars, polymers and alcohols (102). The exact mechanisms of cryoprotection are
still a matter of debate. However, studies have demonstrated that cryoprotectants
contribute towards the reduction of solution effects during slow freezing (103). The
addition of a CPA changes the phase diagram for solution. For a given subzero
temperature, the net concentration of ionic solutes that are known to be damaging is
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reduced when CPA is present (78). The extent of protection depends primarily on the
molar ratio of the CPA to endogenous solutes inside and outside the cells and the
general protective mechanism of action is thus colligative (i.e. dependent only on the
concentration of dissolved substances and not on their nature) (82). CPAs that
penetrate the cell membrane also provide a dilution effect for the cytoplasm and
therefore help to decrease the extent of osmotic shrinkage (82, 104). Non penetrating
CPAs only provide a dilution effect in the extracellular space (78). In most cases
these solutes will not protect in the absence of a penetrating CPA but will often
substantially augment the effectiveness of a permeating CPA or permit the use of a
lower concentration of permeating CPA (82).

Despite the effectiveness of the penetrating cryoprotectants, their use raises a number
of new issues. Any penetrating CPA (principally glycerol and DMSO) can exert
osmotic stress on cells during introduction and removal (78). During addition of a
permeating CPA, cells shrink transiently due to dehydration and then return to nearnormal volume as the CPA permeates. Removal of the CPA causes the cells to
undergo temporary volume expansion, the magnitude of which depends on how the
removal is effected and on the inherent permeability of the cell to water and CPA
(82). Figure 2.5 provides a schematic representation of osmotic excursions during
introduction and removal of penetrating CPA.
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Figure 2.5: Osmotic excursions when cells are (A) introduced into a solution containing
penetrating CPA and (B) removed from the CPA solution. V/V0 represents the ratio of cell
volume to its original volume. Adapted from (105).

Glycerol penetrates cells slowly and in some cases will not traverse the cell
membrane at all, therefore cells can experience major osmotic excursions (102).
Nevertheless, glycerol is regarded as being a non-toxic macromolecular stabiliser
(106) and consequently assists in the maintenance of critical macromolecular
interactions at subzero temperatures. DMSO, in contrast, has better penetrating
properties to glycerol. However, it is also recognised as a macromolecular
destabiliser with demonstrated toxicity (107). Not only are large step changes in
osmolarity potentially damaging, but long-term exposure to even low concentrations
of CPAs at room temperature (specifically DMSO) can be lethal to a variety of
mammalian cells (78, 108). Although a number of mechanisms have been proposed,
the exact method by which DMSO is toxic to stem cells has not been determined
(78). Fahy et al. (1990) have explored the possible molecular/biochemical
mechanisms of DMSO toxicity for a variety of biological systems (108). Exposure of
cells to DMSO has also been found to produce alterations in the cytoskeleton,
epigenetic events and crosslinking of nuclear proteins (78). Arakawa et al. (1990)
proposed a hypothesis that certain CPAs, including DMSO, interact hydrophobically
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with proteins and thus act as protein destabilisers or denaturants at higher
temperatures (107). Due to this reason, both pre-freeze processing and thawing
protocols are designed to minimise the DMSO exposure.

2.2.4 Preventing cryoinjury by vitrification: alternative cryopreservation approach
Another approach to cryopreservation is to use either high concentrations of certain
CPAs or ultra-rapid cooling rates to induce the cell cytoplasm to form amorphous
glass (i.e. to vitrify cells) rather than to crystallise (82, 109). Unfortunately, ultrarapid cooling rates required to achieve vitrification of isotonic saline (in the order of
105-106 °C/min) are technically difficult to achieve (101). In order to facilitate ultrarapid cooling rates, the surface area to volume ratio of the cell suspension must be
very high. This has been achieved using a “cryo-loop”(110) and very thin straws
(111). The alternative relies on the ability of highly concentrated aqueous solutions
of CPAs to supercool to very low temperatures. At sufficiently low temperatures,
these solutions become so viscous that they solidify without the formation of ice. At
higher concentrations traditional CPA solutions become vitrifiable at cooling rates
on the order of 103 °C/min (101). However, this approach is not without its
challenges given that penetrating CPAs are too toxic for the cells at the
concentrations needed to achieve successful vitrification. New and non-toxic
penetrating CPAs are therefore needed for the successful implementation of this
method. Substantial research has been conducted in developing vitrification
protocols for the cryopreservation of embryos and embryonic stem cells (112-114).
Some examples of successful MSC cryopreservation by vitrification have been
demonstrated in the recent studies (115, 116).
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2.2.5 Stem cell recovery from cryopreservation
Cell recovery from cryopreservation can exert effects on survival comparable with
those of cooling (82, 90). These effects depend on whether the prior rate of cooling
has induced intracellular freezing or cell dehydration. In the former case, rapid
thawing can rescue many cells, likely due to the prevention of the growth of small
intracellular

ice

crystals

into

harmful

large

ice

crystals

(i.e.

so-called

recrystallisation). Even when cells are cooled slowly enough to preclude
intracellular freezing, the response to warming rate is often highly dependent on the
freezing conditions and cell type and is difficult to predict a priori (82).

Removal of the CPA gives rise to osmotic challenges that need to be overcome for
successful cell recovery. Cells are much more sensitive to lysis upon expansion
(versus dehydration) therefore post-thaw removal protocols are critical for
preventing cell death (105).

Minimising post-thaw exposure to concentrated CPA solutions (especially those
containing DMSO) is another important aspect in recovery of cells. Exposure to
DMSO has been shown to produce a number of changes ultimately responsible for
loss of stem cell viability (107, 108).

2.2.6 Optimal cryopreservation protocols
Optimised cryopreservation protocols are available for most of the stem cell types,
which permit minimal cell loss during this process. For a number of stem cell types,
the same protocol, sometimes with minor alternations, is generally applied. The
conventional cryopreservation protocol typically uses 10% DMSO in the freezing
solution with a freezing rate of 1°C/min, which is optimal for most cell types. Rapid
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thawing is typically employed for the recovery of cells in the conventional protocol.
In order to reduce the risk of osmotic damage during the removal of DMSO, gradual
dilution of the cell suspension is advised (117).

For MSCs, it has been shown that they can be effectively preserved using
conventional protocol (10% DMSO) in combination with 1°C/min freezing rate
while rapid thaw is optimal for recovery of these cells. A study which used MSCs
obtained from human bone marrow has found that conventionally cryopreserved
MSCs maintained functionality and the ability to support growth in vitro (81).
Similar results were demonstrated using proprietary freezing solutions containing
DMSO to preserve MSCs from bone marrow. These cells could be preserved and
maintain multi-lineage potential upon thawing (118). Comparable published data
with the MSCs obtained from the umbilical cord blood echoed the findings of
previous study groups (16, 119). Although the conventional cryopreservation
protocol is widely used for the cryopreservation of stem cells - different variations of
same have been applied with varying levels of success. Surprisingly, even in clinical
applications there appears to be a lack of standardisation and apparently no
consensus on what should be an optimal cryopreservation protocol (120).

2.2.7 Long term storage of stem cells
Contrary to popular belief, enduring storage at low temperatures is not a major
challenge to the cells. It is rather a transition between the metabolic state and the
cryopreserved state (82). This is due to the fact that no thermally driven reactions
can occur in human-relevant time at cryogenic temperatures. Multiple studies have
confirmed that stem cells retain their viability and differentiation potential even after
extended periods of storage at cryogenic temperatures. One such study has reported,
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that human HSCs retain their viability and engraftment potential after 14 years of
storage (121). A recent study has confirmed that HSCs remain viable after 5 years of
cryostorage (122). There are also a number of other studies that reported similar
results for other types of stem cells.

For the long term storage of stem cells, temperatures below -120°C are considered to
be safe (82). The optimal storage temperature is hence below this critical point,
typically at -196°C (when a liquid nitrogen storage system is used). In addition to the
optimal temperature range, two other intervals can be distinguished:

i.

Sub-optimal temperatures ranging from -120°C to approximately -70°C
(below the eutectic temperature of the CPA solution), which are associated
with cryoinjury during long term storage. These temperatures are however,
frequently

used

for

cryopreservation

applications

as

they

permit

simplification of cryopreservation protocols and the use of mechanical
freezers which are more cost-effective than liquid nitrogen cryostorage
systems.
ii.

The harmful temperature zone above eutectic temperature where significant
damage is caused, even over short periods of time. A typical CPA solution is
not fully solidified unless it is below the eutectic temperature (123) - this
temperature is a function of the solution composition (124). For a solution
containing 10% dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) the eutectic temperature is
approximately -70°C. If stored at or near the eutectic temperature, cells will
still be surrounded by the highly concentrated solutions and ice crystals can
continue to grow and coalesce (105) causing mechanical injury to the
membrane of the cells. The biological activity of cells at these temperatures
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is another factor associated with cryoinjury. Many cellular functions are
suppressed at temperatures below -50°C (e.g. water transport, metabolism)
but enzymatic activity persists at much lower temperatures (105, 125).
Temperatures above the eutectic point are not intentionally used for storage,
however they often cannot be avoided in the typical sample handling cycle
A number of comparative studies have been published on the effects of sub-optimal
versus optimal temperatures for long term storage. To date, the most extensive
studies have been conducted on haematopoietic stem cells, with only a limited
number of such studies published on MSCs.

A study by Galmes et al. (1999) (126) investigated the effects of storage in
mechanical freezers (at -80°C) on haematopoietic progenitor cells (HPC) from bone
marrow and peripheral blood cryopreserved with 5% and 10% DMSO respectively.
In both cases a progressive decrease of membrane integrity with increasing duration
in cryopreservation (from 78.9%/80.0% median to 32.0%/33.0% median after 1-31
months of storage respectively with 5%/10% DMSO) was reported. Similar gradual
degradation was observed on the in vitro clonogenic potential of those same cells.
This study concluded that HPC can be cryopreserved at -80°C for no longer than 6
months. Another study by Sputtek at al. (2005) (127) compared the effects of long
term storage where HPC from peripheral blood were cryopreserved with 10%
DMSO and initially stored in the vapour phase of liquid nitrogen for 5 to 52 months
and then split into two groups, one of which was transferred to a mechanical freezer
(at -80°C). The storage of both sample groups was continued for another 13-29
months. This study reported a significantly higher loss of membrane integrity for the
sample group stored at -80°C in the mechanical freezer (mean ± standard deviation
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of intact cells at the end of storage interval was 52.7±18.2%) compared to the sample
group stored at -170°C in the vapour phase of liquid nitrogen (81.4±10.2%).
Additional findings of this comparative study included significantly higher losses of
in vitro clonogenic potential for a sample group stored at -80°C compared to that of a
sample group stored at -170°C. Fowke et al. (2000) expanded the scope of their
investigation to include storage at -30°C (below eutectic temperature) as well as 70°C and -150°C of whole blood and Peripheral Blood Mononuclear Cells (PBMC)
for 10 weeks with 10% DMSO as CPA (128). The authors reported that PBMC
showed a dramatic loss of cellular membrane integrity immediately after thawing for
those stored at -30°C (20.2±2.5%) relative to those stored at -70°C (86.2±1.6%) and
-150°C (86.7±4.1%). Moreover, PBMC showed significantly higher levels of
spontaneous and activation-induced apoptosis from samples stored at -30°C
compared to those stored at -70°C and -150°C. The authors also reported that
PBMC, after 10 weeks storage at -30°C, were too severely damaged to even attempt
an in vitro cell function assay, while PBMC stored at -70°C and -150°C showed
normal in vitro function.

2.2.8 Transportation of stem cells
Stem cells may be transported from one laboratory to another as living cultures (i.e.
in their original culture vessels) or in cryopreserved state. Despite being an accepted
practice, transportation of living cultures is frequently not a preferred method due to
the difficulty in maintaining cellular homeostasis in transit and consequently, a
higher risk of damage. Data published in 1991 by a cell bank in Germany
specialising in continuous cell lines indicated based on their practice that only 77%
( =73) cell lines received as live cultures survived (129). This may be due to
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exposure to extreme changes in temperature or other environmental conditions
during transportation. Shipping in a cryopreserved state is thus the preferred method
of transportation. Observations by the same cell bank indicated 100% ( =58) rate of
successful recovery of cell line received in cryopreserved state (129).

Standard protocols specify shipment of cryopreserved stem cells in solid CO2 or dry
ice, in a thick-walled polystyrene foam container (117). Solid CO2 has a sublimation
temperature of -78.5°C at standard atmospheric pressure and is at the very limit of
what is generally considered a safe temperature for cell cryopreservation. Vitrified
material requires the use of Liquid Nitrogen (LN) shippers to avoid devitrification
(or crystallisation) which can result in the disruption of cell integrity and ultimately,
cell death. LN shippers are designed to maintain stable, ultra-low temperatures by
retaining LN within a molecular sieve-like material, thereby permitting storage at LN
temperature for up to 14 days (130). Maintenance of sufficiently low temperature is
the main concern associated with transportation of frozen stem cells. While shipping
in solid CO2 is a cheaper method, it is less effective in maintaining sufficiently low
temperature.
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3.1 Introduction
One major benefit gained from the cryopreservation of stem cells is the relative ease
of transportation between storage, research and clinical facilities. Efficient
cryopreservation dictates the rate at which recovered stem cells proliferate and
differentiate to facilitate the expansion and production of the cell line of choice
(131). The key requirement to be met for the successful transportation of
cryopreserved specimens is the sufficiently low temperature for the duration of
transit. Liquid Nitrogen (LN) shippers are currently considered the ‘gold standard’
for cryogenic transportation. LN shippers are designed to maintain stable, ultra-low
temperatures by retaining LN within a molecular sieve-like material, thereby
permitting storage at LN temperature for up to 14 days (130). Shippers are available
in a range of sizes from those suitable for use internally within a laboratory or cell
bank, to those utilised for shipping the cells over long distances. Although being the
best practice, the use of LN shippers is typically limited for vitrified or cryopreserved
Good Manufacturing Practice (GMP)-compliant material due to high transportation
costs. For conventionally cryopreserved material, transportation on pellets of solid
carbon dioxide (CO2) (commonly referred to as dry ice) is the accepted practice
(130).

Conventional cryopreservative solutions containing 10% DMSO have a eutectic
temperature of approximately -70°C - this is the threshold temperature at which the
intracellular and extracellular solutions are completely solidified (123). It is
important that the temperature during shipping remains below this critical point to
avoid damaging effects to the specimens. Dry ice has a sublimation temperature of 78.5°C at standard atmospheric pressure and is at the very limit of what is generally
45
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considered a safe temperature for cell cryopreservation. Shipping of cryopreserved
stem cells with dry ice is mostly used in research applications and is specified by
individual laboratory in-house Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs). For a typical
research application, cells are transported in vials placed within an insulated
container which is filled with dry ice and shipped by a courier. When in
transportation, the shipment is exposed to a dynamic environment which can affect
the internal temperature and hence the specimens being transported.

In order to understand the actual environmental conditions that could lead to thermal
variations during the transportation of cryopreserved stem cell specimens maintained
on the pallets of dry ice, we carried out a study using sensors to record relevant
environmental conditions during the transit of stem cell shipments. Specifically, we
used a cryogenic temperature sensor to record the internal temperature at which the
transported specimens were maintained, a tri-axial accelerometer for recording both
dynamic and static forces and a barometric pressure sensor to establish when the
shipment was transported by air.

The objective of the present study was to gain insight into typical thermal conditions
experienced by the specimens during transportation with dry ice. In addition we
aimed to examine the external physical activities which were applied on the
shipment and their effect on the internal temperature in particular.
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3.2 Study design and methods
3.2.1 The sensors
Three sensors were used in this study, specifically: temperature, barometric pressure
and acceleration. The temperature sensor was capable of measuring in a range from 86°C to 35°C and was programmed to record temperature at a frequency of two
samples per minute. The barometric pressure sensor with a working range of 0 mbar
to 2000 mbar was set to take a measurement at a rate of one sample per minute. For
the force measurement, a tri-axial accelerometer capable of measuring both static
and dynamic forces along three orthogonal axes (x, y and z) was used. The dynamic
range of the accelerometer was ±10g. Acceleration data was sampled at a rate of 2Hz
and this was primarily limited by the amount of memory available on the data logger
to allow recording for a minimum of 72 hours.

3.2.2 Shipping protocol and data acquisition
Packaging and shipping of cryopreserved stem cell specimens was carried out in
accordance with the Regenerative Medicine Institute (REMEDI), National
University of Ireland, Galway in-house shipment procedures. A styrofoam container
was filled with dry ice pellets, typically 4 to 6 kg and the vials of cryopreserved stem
cell specimens were placed into the container such that the dry ice pellets covered
the vials completely. A temperature logger was placed in close proximity to the
vials. The atmospheric pressure and acceleration sensors were attached to the
exterior of the container. The study information sheet for the receiving party, along
with the instructions for removing and returning the recording devices, was enclosed
with the shipment. The styrofoam container was placed into a carton and appropriate
mailing markings and hazardous material information labels were attached. The
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shipment was then transported via courier. Several different courier services were
used to carry out the transportation depending on the destination. Upon receipt of the
shipment, the data loggers were removed and returned for data analysis.

3.2.3 Data set structure
Two data sets were generated in this study to facilitate the proposed tests. The first
data set contained sensor data including internal temperature, barometric pressure
and acceleration of five stem cell shipments as detailed in Table 3.1. Cases included
in this data set were regular shipments of Mesenchymal Stem Cell (MSC) lines sent
from the Regenerative Medicine Institute (REMEDI), National University of Ireland,
Galway to collaborating research institutions world-wide.

Table 3.1: Summary of the shipments included in the investigation. The duration in transit
includes time interval from the moment the specimens were placed into the shipping container
until they were removed at the final destination. *The shipment was despatched to Dublin,
Ireland and returned back to Galway, Ireland.

Shipment No.

Destination

Duration, [hrs]

1

Galway, Ireland*

24

2

York, United Kingdom

24.5

3

Durham, NC, United States

53

4

Barcelona, Spain

20.2

5

Oxford, United Kingdom

25.4

The second data set contained accelerometer traces of three transportation activity
classes, namely: stationary, road transport by vehicle and manual handling. The
purpose of this database was to facilitate training and validation of the transportation
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activity classifier. This data set was collected using the same accelerometer and
sampling frequency (2Hz) as used with the shipments. The stationary condition was
recorded by placing the accelerometer on a stationary object located in the
environments of varying background activities. Vehicle transportation activity was
collected with the help of three volunteers by placing the accelerometer in their
vehicles and recording the data while driving. This class included slow driving in the
city as well as high speed driving on the motorway. Similarly, the manual handling
class was recorded with a help of three volunteers who were asked to carry a
container of similar size and weight as those used for the stem cell shipments. A
visual inspection of the recorded data indicated the presence of non-activity class
related artefacts at the start and the end of recordings. These artefacts were
introduced by the steps undertaken in order to initiate and terminate the recordings.
The artefacts were removed by discarding the first and the last 5 minutes from each
of the recordings. The data set contained approximately 5 hours of accelerometer
traces for each activity class.

3.3 Results
3.3.1 Thermal conditions during shipping
The thermal history of five shipments included in this investigation from the time
samples were placed into the shipping container with dry ice until they were
removed at the final destination is presented in Figure 3.1 and summarised in Table
3.2. It can be seen that the mean temperature of all shipments was in the acceptable
range (below the eutectic point); however, it is also seen that in four cases
(shipments No. 2, 3, 4 and 5) the temperature rose above the eutectic point for some
period of time. While shipment No. 5 experienced a relatively short event (lasting
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less than 20 minutes) of temperature elevation above the eutectic point, shipments
No. 2, 3 and 4 experienced extensive exposure above this critical temperature
(combined time of 3 hours, 11.6 hours and 3.5 hours respectively). In all cases the
temperature profiles show fluctuations distributed over the entire span of
transportation interval.

Figure 3.1: Temperature as a function of time inside the shipping containers. The shaded area
represents the intervals where temperature exceeds -70°C.

For the purpose of comparison, we carried out a separate experiment with the same
setup as used for the shipment of specimens; however, the container was maintained
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stationary for the duration of the experiment (see Figure 3.2). It can be seen that
under static conditions, the temperature was nearly constant at -78.9°C for
approximately 100 hours when the sensor was completely covered under dry ice
pellets. The mean temperature on the
surface of the dry ice layer was
higher (-66.5°C) showing a gradual
increase with slight fluctuations.
Nevertheless, fluctuations of similar
magnitude as observed in actual
shipments were not present under
static conditions. These observations
lead to a conclusion that dynamic
Figure

3.2:

Thermal

profiles

inside

the

activities related to transportation

shipping container filled with approximately 5
kg of dry ice pellets when sensor is completely
covered under dry ice (s-1) and placed on the

trigger these events of temperature
elevation.

surface of dry ice layer (s-2). The third profile
(s-3) is the ambient temperature of the
container

exterior.

These

profiles

were

In order to identify the locations
where

temperature

fluctuations

recorded during a separate experiment under

occurred we established the turning

static

points in the shipment temperature

conditions

(i.e.

the

container

was

maintained stationary for the duration of the

profiles. The following procedure

experiment).

was applied to determine this:

i.

Temperature data were smoothened using cubic spline interpolation (132);
this smoothing step was needed in order to approximate the underlying
function.
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ii.

Turning points were identified by the change of gradient sign around x i.e.


iii.

and



and a threshold amplitude of ≥0.5°C was set to avoid inclusion of small
(<0.5°C) temperature fluctuations.

The identified turning points are represented in Figure 3.1. Our next step was to
establish what happened to the shipment at the time these fluctuations occurred in
order to identify the root cause of the temperature fluctuations.

Table 3.2: Summary of thermal conditions inside the container during shipping, where Tmean,
Tmin and Tmax are mean, minimum and maximum temperatures recorded respectively. The last
column represents the combined time interval where temperature exceeded -70°C.

Shipment

Tmean, [°C]

Tmin, [°C]

Tmax, [°C]

T>-70°C, [hrs]

#1

-75.3

-80

-70.9

0

#2

-76.8

-82.1

-63.5

3.0

#3

-72.2

-79.1

-64.3

11.6

#4

-74.0

-81.0

-45.0

3.5

#5

-72.9

-78.2

-69.7

0.3

3.3.2 Classification of transport modes
A number of techniques are reported for the classification of transportation modes of
individuals. Some are based solely on accelerometer data (133-135) while others use
a combination of acceleration and other sensor data (136, 137). In the current
investigation we aimed to classify between the three activities related to
transportation of a shipment, namely stationary, vehicle transport, and manual
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handling. In addition, we aimed to divide the vehicle transportation class into two
subclasses, namely ground and air transportation. We applied a two stage algorithm
to carry out this classification; firstly, we used the barometric pressure data to
discriminate the intervals of air transportation and secondly, we used the
accelerometer trace to classify the non air transport intervals into stationary, ground
vehicle transport and manual handling.

a) Barometric data
The transport category aircraft are typically pressurised between approximately 840
mbar and 750 mbar at cruising altitude, an equivalent to 1524 m and 2438 m
altitudes above the mean sea level respectively (138, 139). The cargo type aircraft
are typically pressurised to the same standard (140). The pressure inside an aircraft
depends on the altitude (139) therefore steep pressure gradients are characteristic
during ascent after takeoff and descent before landing of an aircraft. These features
enable identification of air transport intervals from the barometric pressure data with
relative ease by visual inspection. It was established that shipments No. 2, 3, 4 and 5
were part-transported by air. The time intervals when air transportation took place
are illustrated in Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.3: Barometric pressure as a function of time recorded during transportation of stem
cell specimens. Shaded areas indicate the intervals of air transportation as determined by low
pressure area corresponding to typical internal pressure of a transport aircraft at cruising
altitude. This low pressure area is bounded by steep gradients of pressure change associated
with ascent after takeoff and descent before landing of an aircraft.

b) Acceleration data
A convenient way for classifying the transportation activity from the accelerometer
data is by transforming the tri-axial signals into an orientation-invariant signal. Such
a signal is the total acceleration vector expressed as the sum of the square value of
the force in ,

and

axes (3.1):
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From here, the magnitude of the total acceleration vector (with the gravity
component subtracted) can be expressed as

. The features used to infer


transportation activities were the mean ( ) and the variance (

) of this acceleration

vector magnitude over a 1 minute interval (referred to as a window). For this
investigation a Multilayer Percepton (MLP)1 which is a class of Artificial Neural
Network (ANN) classifiers was used. Examples of MLP use for activity recognition
can be found in (142). We randomly selected 300 windows from each of the three
known activity sets and extracted the features (i.e.

and



values) to form a data

set for training and validation of the classifier. A method of cross-validation (143)
was employed for this purpose. Specifically, the data set of known activity examples
was split into training and validation subsets with a ratio of 2/3 and 1/3 respectively.
Both splits contained equal ratios (1/3) of data from the different activity classes in
order to minimise issues typically seen in imbalanced training sets (144). MLP
training

and

validation

was

repeated 100 times with the new
Table 3.3 Class discrimination accuracy achieved by
MLP as determined by cross-validation (k=100)

training

and

validation

sets

obtained using a random subData sub-set

Accuracy, [%]
µ

σ

Training

98.05

0.54

Validation

97.47

1.30

sampling technique (143). The
summary of MLP performance
after cross-validation is detailed
in

Table

3.3.

The

mean

recognition rate of 98.05% and 97.47% was achieved when applied on training and
validation data respectively. All classifiers performed similarly with the standard
1

Specifically, a single MLP with 3 output nodes, each representing one of the 3 classes in the system,
was used. The MLP was composed of 2 hidden layers with 15 neurons in both layers using hyperbolic
tangent sigmoid (141) transfer function for the neurons. The MLP was implemented using the Neural
Network Toolbox in Matlab.
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deviation of 0.54% and 1.30% from training and validation data respectively. We
selected the best performing classifier to be used in the further investigation. The
classification boundaries of the selected classifier along with the original data set
used for training and validation are represented in Figure 3.4. The trained MLP was
then used to classify the transportation activities of the 5 stem cell shipments from
the recorder accelerometer data. The results of this classification step are illustrated
in Figure 3.5.

Figure 3.4: Left panel represents a data set of three different activities used for the training
and validation of MLP while the right panel shows the classification boundaries of the best
perfoming MLP.

The summary of transportation activities used to facilitate transportation of stem cell
shipments as determined by the algorithm are summarised in Table 3.4.
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Figure 3.5: Magnitude of dynamic acceleration as a function of time recorded during the
transportation of 5 stem cell shipments. Colour shaded areas indicate different transportation
activities as determined using the MLP classifier (grey represents stationary, yellow-vehicle
transport, green-manual handling intervals). Note, the air transportation intervals (shaded in
blue) were determined in the first stage of the classification algorithm from the barometric data.
The triangular symbols are used to mark the spikes where the total acceleration vector exceeds
the scale plotted in the graphs.
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Table 3.4: Combined intervals of different transportation activities during shipment of stem cell
specimens.

Shipment

Stationary, [%]

Vehicle (ground), [%]

Air, [%]

Manual, [%]

#1

67.1

29.4

0

3.5

#2

51.0

36.0

6.7

6.3

#3

65.0

8.9

22.6

3.5

#4

57.6

23.8

11.9

6.7

#5

63.2

31.1

1.9

3.8

3.3.3 Transportation activities and their influence on thermal fluctuations
In this section we analyse how different transportation activities contribute to the
fluctuations observed in the thermal history of the shipments. We hypothesised
earlier that dynamic activities related to transportation may cause the observed
temperature fluctuations. In order to examine this hypothesis, we assessed the
correlation between transportation modes and temperature fluctuations. This was
achieved by the following steps:

i.

Using the classification technique described in Section 3.3.2 the time span of
shipment transportation was segmented into one minute windows and a mode
of transportation was assigned to each of them, and

ii.

we assessed which of the transportation activities took place at the time
temperature fluctuations occurred.

It is important to consider that temperature is a relatively slowly varying property,
therefore due to this time lag, the turning point of a temperature fluctuation may not
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occur within the same 1 minute window as the activity which triggered the variation.
Moreover, the use of smoothing techniques for the estimation of an underlying
temperature function and hence the turning points also inevitably introduce some
degree of time shift. Taking these considerations into account we hence assessed a
range of time windows around the turning point. The results of this analysis are
presented in Figure 3.6.

Figure 3.6: Shipping activities taking place when the flux of temperature occurred. ‘w’
represents a window the turn point falls in while w±i represent a range of windows (w-i; w+i)
around the turning point.

It is evident that dynamic activities (including ground and air transportation as well
as manual handling) were predominantly present in the time intervals around the
fluctuations (see Figure 3.6, left panel). Results also suggest that ground
transportation by vehicle and manual handling were the most frequent activities in
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the interval when thermal fluctuations occurred, while air transportation was least
frequent (see Figure 3.6, right panel). The motion associated with dynamic activities
is thought to cause the effect of temperature fluctuation. This could be explained by
the introduced movement of dry ice pellets whereby specimen vials may become
partially exposed to the warmer gas filled part of the container. The opposite effect
when the vial becomes covered under the pellets of dry ice can explain the observed
drops of temperature.

The change of container orientation would inevitably cause movement of dry ice
pellets and therefore may contribute to thermal fluctuations. To confirm this theory
we examined the intervals where the fluctuation of temperature occurred and
matched these intervals with the orientation of the container as determined from the
accelerometer data. This was done by filtering the acceleration data by a low pass
FIR filter with a cut-off frequency fstop=250mHz in order to eliminate signal noise
and unwanted high frequency components. The remaining signal of the static
component due to gravity was used to establish the orientation of the container in
spherical coordinate angles, namely: elevation (φ) and azimuth (θ).

Two examples demonstrating how the change of container orientation corresponds to
the temperature fluctuation are illustrated in Figures 3.7 and 3.8. The example in
Figure 3.7 taken from shipment No. 2 shows a long fluctuation of temperature above
the important eutectic temperature level of -70°C. The start of this fluctuation
occurred around the same time (between 17.4 and 17.8 hour time points) as a series
of container orientation changes. Another series of orientation change events
occurred between approximately 19 and 19.2 hour time points causing a negative
fluctuation of temperature.
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Figure 3.7: A time window from the shipment No. 2 transportation history where the
fluctuation of temperature occurred. The start of the fluctuation and the end of it corresponds
to the change in orientation of the shipping container suggesting that this was the cause of the
temperature fluctuation. A relative orientation from the upright position of the container at
various time points of interest is illustrated in the figure.

A second example (shown in Figure 3.8) taken from shipment No. 3 shows multiple
temperature fluctuations occurring over a space of 1.6 hours. Under closer inspection
it is clear that the turning points of the temperature curve occurring at approximately
4.16, 4.5, 4.62, 4.94, 5.08 and 5.5 hour time points correspond to the change of
container orientation represented by angles φ and θ.
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Figure 3.8: A time window from the shipment No. 3 transportation history showing multiple
temperature fluxes. It is evident that the turning points of the temperature profile correspond to
the change of container orientation (ϕ, θ).

From these examples it is evident that the orientation of the container is a major
factor in contributing to the fluctuations of the internal temperature of the shipment
container. In order to further assess the significance of orientation change to the
fluctuation of internal temperature we applied the following procedure:

i.

Classified the fluctuations into 4 groups based on the magnitude of the
fluctuation (∆Tf), namely >0.5°C, >1°C, >3°C and >5°C,

ii.

Established the change of orientation in a 5 minute window centred at the
location corresponding to the start of the fluctuation. Change of orientation
was established as ∆φw=φw(max)- φw(min) and ∆θw=θw(max)- θw(min).
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It was found that ∆φ and ∆θ greater than 15° occurred in 43.1% and 57.8% of
fluctuations, respectively, in the >0.5°C class, while the larger fluctuations (>5°C)
correspond to orientation change criteria in 66.7% and 81% of cases respectively
(see Figure 3.9). These results lead to the conclusion that a change of container
orientation is the key factor resulting in large thermal fluctuations.

Figure 3.9: Histogram representation of thermal fluctuations caused by the change of container
orientation where ∆ϕ, ∆θ>15°.

3.4 Discussion
In this study we assessed thermal fluctuations associated with the shipping of frozen
stem cell specimens with dry ice. We used sensory devices to monitor five shipments
to world-wide destinations with transportation time varying from 24 to 50 hours.

The thermal history of shipments revealed fluctuations occurring at various stages in
transportation. In four cases thermal fluctuations exceeded the eutectic temperature
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(-70°C) for some period of time highly increasing the risk of cryoinjury to the
specimens. Further investigation revealed that fluctuations were mainly concentrated
in the intervals where ground transportation by vehicle and manual handling took
place. Furthermore, we found that the change of container orientation was a key
factor causing large temperature fluctuations. This can be explained by the
movement of dry ice pellets inside the container whereby the specimen vials become
partially exposed to the warmer gas filled portion of the container and cause the
increase in specimen temperature. The opposite effect when the change of
orientation covers the vial under the pellets of dry ice can explain the observed drops
of temperature.

This study has provided an insight to the temperature conditions experienced by the
specimens during transportation with dry ice and revealed that elevated temperatures
are encountered on frequent basis, thus raising some concerns relating to the
detrimental effects on the viability of transported specimens.
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4.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter we examined the temperature elevations during
transportation of cryopreserved stem cell specimens under normal conditions. While
the observed fluctuations in temperature raised some concerns regarding their
negative impacts on the specimens, it is unlikely that the damage would be
significant over the typical duration of shipping. However, in the event of prolonged
transportation a near complete or complete thawing of specimen may occur. Such a
case was demonstrated by a static experiment where we observed a gradual increase
of temperature after approximately 4 days of storage in a dry ice container. In
applied cryopreservation, temperatures above -50°C are typically associated with an
imminent risk of damage to the specimen (117). The subsequent work presented in
this thesis was focused on the viability of stem cells when stored in the temperature
range above this critical point; specifically -40°C to 37°C. In order to collect the data
on how such temperature elevations impact the viability of cryopreserved MSCs, a
series of experiments were proposed. To facilitate the proposed experiments,
cryopreserved stem cells had to be exposed to various fixed temperature elevations
in order to allow observations on how this affects the viability of cells. However, the
limited availability of a precise temperature control system at the time of
experimentation and high cost of the commercially available substitutes lead to a
development of a specialised temperature control system for the proposed
experiments. In the current chapter, we present this purpose built temperature control
system. Several design alternatives were considered including use of controlled flow
of liquid nitrogen for cooling in combination with a resistance heating element,
however a thermoelectric (TE) converter was selected for being the most feasible
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option. Such converters are frequently used when precise temperature control is
required (145-147). The developed TE system can in an experimental setup subject
cryopreserved cells to various fixed temperature levels. In order to enable automated
precise temperature control, a computer-based application was also developed using
the LabVIEW environment. The system presented here has a potential to be used in a
wider range of research applications, particularly where there is an absence of
suitable commercially available systems.

4.2 System overview
4.2.1 System functionality
TE conversion is based on the phenomenon known as the Peltier effect which creates
a temperature gradient in the junction of two dissimilar conductors when direct
electric current flows through the junction (148). In a TE conversion cycle, heat is
transferred by an electric current from one dissimilar conductor (cold side) to the
other (hot side). The direction of the electric current governs the direction of heat
transfer, therefore TE devices can be used for both heating and cooling. TE
converters allow precise control of the temperature gradient between the cold side
and the hot side by controlling the flow of electric current through the junction of the
dissimilar conductors.

The architecture of our TE-based computer controlled temperature cycling system is
shown in Figure. 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: Block diagram of the system

4.2.2 Hardware implementation
A medium power TE module (manufactured by TE Technology Inc.) was used for
the implementation of the proposed system. The module has an air-cooled heat sink
and an external electric fan is used to maintain air circulation at the heat sink. The
TE module is powered by a DC power supply unit (manufactured by TE Technology
Inc.). The output of the power supply is controlled by a pulse-width modulated
(PWM) square wave. The operational range of the TE module in the proposed
configuration enabled a maximum temperature difference between the hot and cold
sides of approximately 32°C in the heating mode and 44°C in the cooling mode (see
Figure 4.2). Therefore, the limits of achievable controlled temperature range were in
a range of approximately -22°C to 54°C when the system was operated in typical
room temperature environment of 22°C. However, the range of achievable controlled
temperature can be extended by operating the system in different ambient
temperature environment. For example, by operating the system in a cold room of
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4°C, the lowest achievable controlled temperature limit can be extended to
approximately -40°C.

Figure 4.2: Chamber temperature as a function of voltage applied to the TE unit throughout the
operational range. The system exhibits approximately linear gains in both heating and cooling
modes. The maximum achievable temperature range in the cooling mode and the heating mode
is approximately 44°C and 32°C respectively.

The temperature feedback loop consists of a thermistor (Omega Engineering Ltd.)
which measures the temperature inside the chamber, a signal conditioning circuitry
and a data acquisition (DAQ) module (manufactured by National Instruments Corp.)
which provides the temperature measurements to the control computer. The
LabVIEW based control instrument allows the output of the power supply to be
adjusted in order for the system to achieve a desired set temperature.
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4.2.3 Enclosure
A polyester foam enclosure (size 24x24x24cm) was used to create a thermally
insulated chamber. The enclosure had an opening made on the bottom to
accommodate the TE module while maintaining the heat sink outside the insulating
enclosure. A lid on the top of the enclosure allows convenient access to the insulated
chamber. The chamber was divided into 20 separate cylinder-shaped compartments
of identical size. The base of the chamber was made of aluminium to facilitate
efficient heat exchange between the vials and the TE module. A photograph of the
enclosure is shown in Figure 4.3.

Figure 4.3: Enclosure and TE module assembly. Left panel: side view of the assembly. The
assembly is elevated on the stand to ensure sufficient air circulation at the heat sink which is
attached to the bottom of the enclosure. The lid on the top allows convenient access to the
insulated chamber. Right panel: top view of the enclosure with the lid removed. An insulated
chamber is seen which is divided into 20 cylinder-shaped compartments. Each compartment can
accommodate a standard cryogenic vial (1.8 ml).
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4.2.4 Virtual PID controller
A computer based virtual controller was implemented as a virtual instrument (VI)
within National Instrument’s LabVIEW platform which is widely used for data
acquisition, measurement, control systems etc. (149). The virtual controller employs
a Proportional-Integral-Derivative (PID) (150) algorithm to implement automated
control of temperature at a desired set value. It uses feedback from the control sensor
which measures the temperature in the chamber to calculate and actively adjust the
required DC voltage supplied to the TE module thus maintaining the chamber
temperature at the user preset level.

The dynamics of the presented system can be approximated by the first order model
with time delay as given by Equation 4.1 (151):
 షτೞ


where

is the static gain of the process,

(4.1)

is the inertia constant and

delay. The tuning of the PID parameters is mainly dependant on

is a time

and τ. There are a

significant number of techniques for identifying these parameters with varying
accuracy (152). A closed-loop switch step response method proposed in (151) was
used to estimate the process parameters of the presented system as it enables higher
accuracy in comparison to the conventional open-loop step response method. The
following procedure was applied in order to accomplish the tuning task:

i.

The manipulation variable (MV) was set to 100%, which corresponds to 6V
and 13.5V in heating and cooling modes, respectively. When the process
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variable (PV), temperature in this case, reached the set level (40°C in the
heating and 0°C in the cooling modes), the MV was set to 0%.
ii.

System response to the step inputs was recorded and used to calculate the
process parameters, specifically the maximum slope

and the equivalent

time delay .
System responses to a step input in heating and cooling modes are represented in
Figure 4.4, and the associated process parameters are detailed in Table 4.1.

Figure 4.4: Closed-loop step switch response of the system in cooling and heating modes. The
tangent lines to the curves at the points of rising inflection correspond to the maximum slopes.
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Table 4.1: Switch step response parameters of the system, where R is the slope of the tangent
and L is the smooth moving time constant.

R

L

Heating

0.0030

18

Cooling

0.0022

24

According to the Ziegler-Nichols tuning rules, a set of controller parameters for the
PID type controller can be calculated from the following equations (151):

.

(4.2)



(4.3)







(4.4)



The calculated values of the process parameters are enumerated in Table 4.2.

Table 4.2: PID controller parameters. Kp = proportional gain; Ti = integral time; Td =
derivative time.

Kp

Ti, sec

Td, sec

Heating

16.6

36

9

Cooling

30.3

48

12
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4.3 System performance
In order to demonstrate the performance of the designed system in maintaining the
specimens at precise temperature, several experiments were carried out. In these
experiments, a cryogenic vial containing 1ml of water (this is a typical volume of
cell suspension in a vial) was placed in a chamber and a probe was inserted into a
vial to measure the internal temperature. The target temperature was set to a specific
level and, when the steady state was reached, the internal temperature of the vial was
recorded over a 30 minute interval at a sampling rate of 2 samples per minute. These
results were processed and are represented by their mean ( ) and standard deviation
( ) in Table 4.3.

Table 4.3: Summary of the system performance. The experiments were carried out in a room
temperature environment of approximately 22°C, therefore set temperatures of -20°C, 0°C, and
20°C required system to be operated in a cooling mode while the set temperature of 37°C
required heating mode.

Set temperature, °C
Measured
temperature, °C

-20

0

20

37

µ

-19.3

0.4

19.4

36.7

σ

<0.1

0.1

<0.1

<0.1

It was observed that the temperature of the vial was maintained very close to the set
temperature with the mean error level of 0.5°C. The system also showed good
stability over time with a typical standard deviation of ≤0.1°C. These tests
demonstrated that the performance of the system is acceptable for the proposed
experiments.
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4.4 Discussion
The system was designed specifically to be used in laboratory experiments
investigating the effect of elevated temperature on cryopreserved stem cells. A
design based on TE conversion proved to be suitable for such mid-scale application
primarily due to the possibility of precise temperature control, relatively simple
implementation, compact size, low weight and safe operation in a laboratory
environment. The LabVIEW VI enabled automatic temperature control employing
PID control algorithm. System performance tests have shown that it is capable of
maintaining precise temperature levels as required for the proposed experimental
studies.
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5.1 Introduction
This chapter presents a study focusing on the effect of temperature elevation on the
membrane integrity of cryopreserved rat MSCs (rMSCs). The study includes a series
of experiments in which the elevation of temperature was simulated in the laboratory
environment. The scope of this study includes a near complete and complete thaw of
cryopreserved cells (temperatures ranging from -20°C to 37°C). This temperature
range recapitulates the total breakdown of a temperature control system with regard
to stem cell storage or transportation. The data collected during the study enabled us
to find a relationship between the aforementioned range of temperature elevation
conditions and the death of rMSC due to damage to the cellular membrane.

5.2 Materials and methods
5.2.1 Primary culture of rMSCs
Bone marrow-derived rMSCs were prepared as reported previously (153). Briefly,
bone marrow was obtained from the femurs and tibiae of 8-12 week old male
Sprague Dawley rats (Harlan, UK) and washed with medium (Gibco). Marrow
mononuclear cells were resuspended in α-MEM/F12 containing 10% foetal bovine
serum and 1% (v/v) antibiotic/antimycotic solution (Gibco) and plated at density of
1.2×108 cells/cm2. Non-adherent cells were removed by routine media changes.
After 8 days or when the culture was confluent, the adherent spindle-shaped MSCs
were detached with 0.25% trypsin-EDTA, re-plated at 5.5×103 cells/cm2 and
passaged every 5-7 days at ~80% confluency. The cells were cultured at 37°C at
21% O2, 5% CO2 until passage number 5 (P5) when over 80×106 cells were
harvested.
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5.2.2 Cryopreservation procedure
rMSCs were prepared for freezing following the conventional cryopreservation
protocol (154) on days 5 and 6 of the last passage (P5). Cell freezing was carried out
in batches to ensure timely processing; 3 batches were frozen on each of the days.
Briefly, cells were suspended in the freezing medium consisting of Fetal Bovine
Serum (FBS) and 10% DMSO at a density of 1.12×106±5.42×104 cells/ml. The cell
suspension was then transferred to cryogenic tubes (1ml/tube) and the samples were
cooled to -80°C at a rate of 1°C/min using a Nalgene 5100 Cryo 1°C freezing
container (NALGENE, Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc.). The frozen cells were then
transferred to liquid-nitrogen and stored for 7-52 days (mean 28.8±16.2) until used in
the experiments.

5.2.3 Cell cytometric analysis
Trypan-blue exclusion test was used throughout the study for rMSC viability
assessment (154). Trypan-blue is used routinely as a standard cell membrane
integrity assay in research. However, it should be noted that this method is prone to a
higher measurement error compared to automated assessment methods as reported
by Brinkmann et al. (155). Briefly, after trypsinising cell suspension was neutralised
with 5ml of medium containing FBS, centrifuged and the cell pellet resuspended in
1ml of medium. A 20µl volume of cell suspension was stained with equal volume of
trypan-blue solution giving 0.2% (w/v) final dye concentration. Total cell (stained
plus unstained cells) and dead cell counts (stained membrane-damaged cells) were
obtained by visual inspection under an inverted light microscope with the aid of a
haemocytometer. In all cases, cytometric assays were performed in triplicate by the
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same investigator and cell counts were expressed as a mean ( ) and standard
deviation ( ).

5.2.4 Experimental procedure
The overall approach for the experimental investigation was to collect time series
data (note: we refer to them as data vectors) corresponding to rMSC viability at
different levels of temperature elevation. The temperature interval of interest was
divided into six discrete levels, namely -20°C, -10°C, 0°C, 10°C, 20°C and 37°C,
and separate experiments were carried out for each of the aforementioned
temperature elevation conditions. The temperature in the test chamber was
monitored continuously using a temperature logger (Omega Engineering Ltd.) and it
was observed that the temperature deviation in the chamber did not exceed ±1°C
during the experiments. Thaw rate of the specimens was not a controlled condition in
this study; however, thawing profiles were recorded in order to determine the rates at
which specimens defrosted when subjected to the experimental temperature
conditions. This was achieved by placing a thermocouple probe (Omega Engineering
Ltd.) into one of the specimen vials from the sample set. This vial was used only for
temperature reference and excluded from cytometric assessment due to the
intervention. It was observed that the specimens thawed at a rate of 8.4±3.2°C/min
when subjected to the experimental conditions.

As described in Section 5.2.2 cells were cryopreserved in 6 batches (also referred to
as sample sets) and 1 sample set was used in each of the experiments. The sample
sets originated from the same starting material and were cryopreserved at the same
cell cycle state. However, as cells were frozen in independent batches some variation
in the base-line viability was inevitable and unavoidable. At the start of the
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experiment, a single randomly selected vial from a sample set unaffected by the
experimental condition was assessed as detailed in Section 5.2.3 in order to establish
a base-line cell viability of the given sample set. The sample set was only accepted to
undergo further experimental study if the base-line cell viability was determined to
be 80% or higher.

Over the course of the experiment, a single rMSC sample was taken per time point
for the assessment to establish the viability level at a given time. The rate of
sampling was 1/2-1 samples/hour when rMSCs were subjected to -20°C, -10°C, 0°C
and 10°C conditions and 2-4 samples/hour when rMSCs were subjected to 20°C and
37°C conditions. The sampling rate was differentiated due to the observed trend of
lower rMSC metabolic responses at lower temperatures. In order to facilitate
homogenous mixing of samples at lower temperatures where ice was present in the
solution, vials were dipped into a 37°C water bath for several seconds prior to the
assessment.

5.2.5 Modelling approach
For the purpose of modelling rMSC membrane integrity in response to temperature
elevation, we proposed a parametric regression model composed of two exponentials
(Equation 5.1), according to the trends exhibited by the experimental data set.



where

 ሺഁሻ

is an estimate of viable cell percentage,

variables respectively,



is base-line cell viability,

(5.1)

and
and

are time and temperature
are model parameters. A

strong trend resembling an exponential decay along the time axis was observed in
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the experimental data towards the higher temperatures. Similarly, the dependency
along the temperature axis appeared to have a trend corresponding to exponential.
An exponential model was also convenient because it offers a direct physical
interpretation of the associated parameters. Specifically, the two model parameters
define the decay rate of the regression along the time and temperature axes

and

respectively. In order to estimate the model parameters and assess the generalisation
properties of the proposed model, we applied a method of cross-validation (143) by
repeated random sub-sampling. Specifically, the experimental data points ( =59)
were randomly split into two groups; first group G1 ( =39) points was used to
determine regression model parameters by nonlinear least-squares method and the
second group G2 ( =20) to determine prediction ability of the model i.e. model
validation2. We performed 104 iteration cycles of G1 and G2 re-sampling of the
experimental data and used each of the subsets for model fitting and validation
respectively3.(143)

The variance in base-line cell viability between sample sets (see Section 5.2.4 for
details) used in experiments was accounted for by the use of normalisation factors


;

thereby, all experimental time series were normalised to a uniform

base-line level. This data normalisation step was considered necessary in order to
eliminate the bias towards the model due to associated base-line variance in the
original observations.

2

The optimal split of data for cross-validation depends on two competing factors; the larger the
training set the better the parameter estimates while the larger the validation set the better the estimate
of the generalisation properties of the model. In (143) the difficulty of assessing an optimal split is
discussed and a matched split is recommended. In our current case it was felt that 39:20 (i.e. 2:1 of the
data) provided a good trade-off.
3
In (143) it is recommended that the number of sub-sampling iterations should be as high as possible.
In our current case it was felt that 104 iterations were sufficient for rigorous cross-validation.
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Since we want to be robust to measurement error associated with the experimental
data, we applied the following criteria for model parameter estimation:





where





(5.2)

denotes residual between the observation and the estimate and

denotes the

weighted residual. This last step reduces the weight of residuals which are outside
the 95% confidence interval assuming independent and identically distributed (i.i.d)
additive noise.

5.3 Results
5.3.1 Model optimisation
The composition of the data set acquired during the experimental investigation is
detailed in Table 5.1. The dataset contains 6 vectors of time series data points at
different levels of temperature elevation, 59 data points in total. We used the
following annotations for the data set:



where

denotes the data set,





(5.3)

is a vector of time series observations and

the raw data points which constitute these vectors.
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Table 5.1: Composition of the data set

Data vector index
Set temperature, °C
(k)

# data points in Total data points
the vector
(N)

1

-20

10

2

-10

7

3

0

10

4

10

7

5

20

10

6

37

15

59

A 3-D representation of the data set in the bounded model space is shown in Figure
5.1.

Figure 5.1: Experimental data set of rMSC viability observations (mean and standard
deviation) and their projections to the X-Y plane.
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Applying the proposed regression model (Equation 5.1) and assuming the presence
of i.i.d additive noise, the experimental observations can be expressed as:



where



 ሺഁሻ

(5.4)

is i.i.d additive noise.

Each of the six experimental time series was normalised individually (the need for
normalisation is discussed in Section 5.2.5) to give a percentage baseline viability as:


where

(5.5)

 

denotes a normalised data set and



are the normalisation factors. A

simple approach to normalisation relying on a single data point (the first data point
from each of the data point vectors) proved to be inaccurate as it is susceptible to the
measurement noise at a single point. Two alternative approaches are therefore
proposed:

i.

Two stage approach in which data normalisation factors and model
parameters were estimated separately:


where



is the distribution of parameters,

normalisation factors and

(

)

is the marginal distribution of

is the conditional distribution of model

parameters. In this case, the data vectors are first fitted with a 1-D
exponential regression model given by Equation 5.7:


(5.6)



ೖ 
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where

is data vector index and

this function (

)



are nuisance parameters. The intercept of

is then used as a normalisation factor; the parameters

and

are optimised given these normalisation factors.
ii.

One stage approach in which data normalisation factors and model
parameters were estimated jointly. In this approach, the normalisation factors
are considered unknown and fed into the model optimisation algorithm as an
additional set of parameters. The optimisation is then performed given:
(5.8)



where

is the distribution of model parameters.

By applying the aforementioned normalisation approaches, the base-line cell
viability was normalised to 100%, thus,

 =100.

Repeated random sub-sampling

validation of 104 iterations was then carried out first by using the two stage approach
producing Model 1, and then the one stage approach which produced Model 2. The
splits of data used for model training and validation are summarised in Table 5.2.
Optimisation of model parameters from the training sets was achieved by employing
the Nelder-Mead (156) algorithm4.

Table 5.2: Composition of data sets used for the repeated random sub-sampling validation

Full data set (N)

G1 (training)

G2 (validation)

59

39

20

4

Specifically the fminsearch function in Matlab was used.
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Figure 5.2 shows the distribution of residuals after cross-validation for the two
alternative models. The data appears to be drawn from a bimodal distribution - most

Figure 5.2: Distributions of model residuals after cross-validation
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Figure 5.3: Optimised rMSC viability response model.

of the residuals are distributed approximately normal (outlined by the fitted PDF).
However, an additional mode appears on the tails of this distribution. Larger sample
sets are needed to conclusively determine if this is a genuinely different mode in the
distribution or the effect of experimental error. In the current investigation, we
applied robust techniques as described in Section 5.2.5 to counter the effect of this
additional mode. In comparing the residual PDFs of two models shown in Figure
5.2, it is seen empirically that Model 2 with
advantage over Model 1 with



=6.1017 and



=4.737 and

 =6.3801;

 =4.8703

has an

thus Model 2 provides a

better fit to the experimental data. A 3-D representation of the Model 2 with the
original experimental data set is shown in Figure 5.3 and model parameters are
summarized in Table 5.3.
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Table 5.3: Summary of time series normalisation factors, model parameter estimates and
residual PDF statistics.

Result

Model 1

Model 2

Data vector normalisation factors
n1

93.7319

94.6197

n2

94.7962

88.3014

n3

90.5658

99.8832

n4

85.6014

86.7521

n5

89.9558

85.5891

n6

101.2587

117.6702

α*

0.02406

0.02508

β**

0.0745

0.0747

Model parameter
estimates

Residual PDF statistics
Parameter fit

Model
prediction

Parameter fit

Model
prediction

µ

-0.15863

0.016143

-0.67841

-0.5935

σ

6.1017

6.3801

4.737

4.8703

MSE

67.0283

77.0139

50.4869

59.7366

* parameter value given is associated with the time variable expressed in hours

** parameter value given is associated with the temperature variable expressed in °C
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5.3.2 Practical application of the model
The model presented here could be used to predict the damage suffered by a
specimen due to exposure to elevated temperature for a certain amount of time. The
expected viability can be calculated directly from Equation 5.9 by substituting time
( ) and temperature ( ) variables with their corresponding values, provided that ≤18
hours and -20°C≤ ≤37°C:

. ሺబ.బళరళሻ

where

(5.9)

is the predicted specimen viability expressed in %.

Alternatively, the expected specimen viability can be determined graphically from
Figure 5.4 by selecting a corresponding temperature curve and finding an intercept
with a projected time value on the x axis. The projection of an intercept onto y axis
will represent a predicted percentage of viable cells in the specimen.
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Figure 5.4: Cross-sectional representation of the rMSC viability model. Each section is drawn
at fixed temperature (°C) and their corresponding values are labeled individually.

5.4 Discussion
This study investigated the effect of temperature elevation on the viability of
cryopreserved rMSCs and has demonstrated that post-thaw viability can be
significantly impaired due to this effect. Deterioration was slowest at -20°C,
progressing rapidly as the temperatures approached 37°C. The observed effect of
rapid degradation of cell viability in the region close to physiological temperatures is
thought to be primarily a consequence of prolonged cell exposure to the
cryopreservative solution containing DMSO. The toxicity of DMSO to cryobiology
has been widely discussed. Arakawa et al. proposed a hypotheses that certain
cryoprotectants (including DMSO) may interact hydrophobically with proteins and
thus act as protein destabilisers or denaturants (107).
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Based on the information gained from the experimental study, we were able to
develop a parametric approximating model which relates the effect of temperature
elevation with the survivability of cryopreserved rMSCs. Two approaches for the
model parameter optimisation have been proposed which performed similarly,
however one stage approach (here presented as Model 2) was considered a better
realisation for the model parameter estimation. The optimal set of model parameters
was identified and its statistical inference was validated employing cross-validation.

The primary benefit of this model is that it facilitates an estimation of rMSC
membrane integrity response to the elevation of temperature and the consequent
prolonged exposure to cryopreservative solution at high temperatures.

It is important to acknowledge several limitations associated with the proposed
model. Firstly, the model was developed based on the observations obtained by the
dye (specifically trypan-blue) exclusion test which, despite being a routine practice,
is susceptible to higher measurement variance comparing to modern automated
assays (155). It should also be noted that dye exclusion tests rely on cell membrane
integrity as a sole indicator of cell viability. Other properties defining stem cell
viability are measured by the capacity to proliferate and differentiate, thus function
may be compromised even if the membrane, at least transitionally, remains intact.
Secondly, alterations to the cryopreservation protocol, for example different solution
compositions and freezing rates, will affect a number of variables including the
phase diagram of the freezing solution, toxicity effects, water transport dynamics,
likelihood of IIF etc. Furthermore, the thawing rate of cryopreserved cells may have
a profound effect on post-preservation survival. Specifically, slow thawing
contributes towards the secondary effect of IIF by allowing recrystallisation and
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coalesce of intracellular ice, provided that there is IIF during freezing (82, 157).
While in the present study the thawing rate was not a controlled parameter, it has
been measured that specimens thawed at a rate of 8.4±3.2°C/min.
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6.1 Introduction
In this chapter we present a computer-intensive approach developed to assist in
effective data sampling of severe temperature elevation (ranging from -40°C to
20°C) over a short term event (48 hours) on the post-cryopreservation viability of
MSCs derived from human bone marrow (hMSC). In the previous study we selected
a smooth parametric model consisting of two exponentials to approximate the
process. While traditional parametric models have an advantage in ease of
interpretability, for complex data sets simple parametric models may lack expressive
power. Another consideration that emerged from the previous study was the
limitation due to the data set size. Increasing the data set size substantially was not
possible due to cost (monetary and time) concerns. In the previous study we used a
simple approach by sampling at arbitrary selected locations ensuring that they were
well distributed across the model space.

The new approach proposed in the current study utilises active learning
methodology in combination with a Gaussian process data model to give the
maximum return of information regarding the underlying process from the available
sample set (158-161). Similarly to the previous study, we tailored our active learning
algorithm to work with a time series data sampling strategy, as it is convenient for
the proposed experiments. The algorithm iteratively uses the available data to inform
on the next best sampling locations in a bounded temperature and time space as
chosen for the investigation. We demonstrate the performance of this algorithm in
this new application and develop a model of post-cryopreservation hMSC membrane
integrity response to aforementioned temperature conditions.
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6.2 Materials and methods
6.2.1 Experimental design
MSCs cryopreserved in 80 individual vials were dedicated for this investigation.
Over a set of experiments, these vials with cells were exposed to various fixed level
of temperatures (ranging from −40°C to 20°C) for the duration of the experiment
using a controlled temperature chamber, and the cell membrane integrity response
was observed over time. Henceforth, these time series observations will be referred
to as data vectors, denoted . A data vector contains counts of cells with an intact
membrane (expressed in percentage) at a fixed temperature and
distributed along a 48 hour experiment time interval, i.e.


= 10 time points




where

denotes an observation at a particular time point. The available sample set

enabled

= 8 such experiments to be completed. Table 6.1 summarises the

composition of the data set which was to be collected in this work.

Table 6.1: Composition of the dataset

# of S, (l)

# of y in Sl, (k)

All observations, y{l,k}

8

10

80

An active learning method as outlined in Section 6.3, was employed for the selection
of sampling locations (i.e. both the starting temperature and the set of times, ) with
the aim of maximising the information return about the process from a limited size
sample set. This was achieved through an iterative process as follows:
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i. Three experiments were carried out with temperature levels set to −40°C,
−20°C and 0°C (these values are subjectively thought to be interesting
points); the corresponding vectors of observations ( ,
the primary data set. The time intervals in ( ,





and

and

)

)

composed

were equally

spaced along the 48 hour time interval.
ii.

The data was processed by an active learning algorithm and the next vector
of sampling points (with the highest expected return) was identified.

iii.

A new experiment was then carried out sampling cell integrity at the
locations identified and the data set was updated with a new vector of
observations. The process was then repeated from step (ii).

6.2.2 Cell source
Bone marrow aspirates were obtained as described previously (162) from the iliac
crest of normal donors. All procedures were performed with informed consent and
approved by the Clinical Research Ethical Committee at University College
Hospital, Galway. Donors selection criteria followed ethically approved guidelines:
healthy males and non-pregnant females between the ages of 18 and 45 years old,
tested negative for HIV, hepatitis B and hepatitis C. MSCs were isolated and
expanded in culture as described previously by direct plating (55). Briefly, aspirates
were washed with medium (DMEM-low glucose containing penicillin-streptomycin
solution (both manufactured by Sigma-Aldrich, Ireland) at 100 U penicillin-G and
0.1 mg streptomycin/ml) and centrifuged. The precipitated cells were suspended in
medium with 10% selected foetal bovine serum and plated at a final density of
approximately 3.0×105 cells/cm2. Serum was selected based on maintenance of MSC
proliferation and multipotency in culture. Cells were seeded on T-175 flasks
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(manufactured by Sarstedt, Ireland) and maintained at 37°C with 95% humidity and
5% CO2 in the same medium. After 5 days, red blood cells were washed off with
phosphate-buffered saline and fresh medium added. Colonies of adherent cells
formed within 9 days. At the end of primary culture, adherent colonies were
detached by treatment with 0.25% trypsin and 0.53 mm EDTA (manufactured by
Sigma-Aldrich, Ireland). Cells were plated in hMSC medium (DMEM-LG; 10%
FBS; 1% antibiotic) at 5.7×103 cells/cm2. All MSC preparations were characterised
for surface expression of CD14, CD34, CD45, CD73 (assay supplied by BD
Pharmingen, UK) and CD105 (assay supplied by Serotec, UK) using a FACs ARIA
sorter (manufactured by Becton Dickinson, UK). FACS analysis indicated the
presence of a uniform population of cells negative for CD14, CD34, CD45 (<2%)
and positive for CD73 and CD105 (>95%) (24). Cell multipotency was confirmed
through adipogenic, osteogenic and chondrogenic assays. Cultures were passaged at
4-6 day intervals and expanded to passage 4 for experimentation.

6.2.3 Cryopreservation procedure
The cells were prepared for freezing following the conventional cryopreservation
protocol with 10% DMSO and controlled rate freezing (163). Briefly, the freezing
medium consisted of foetal bovine serum and 10% DMSO (v/v). Cell counts were
obtained with the help of a heamocytometer and the cell density was adjusted to
meet the target density of 1×106 cells/ml with freezing medium. The prepared cell
suspension was then transferred to pre-labelled cryogenic tubes (0.5 ml/tube) and the
samples were cooled at a controlled rate by transferring them to a cryogenic 1°C/min
cooler (manufactured by NALGENE, Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA). The samples
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were then transferred to a liquid-nitrogen container and stored in vapour phase until
the day of experiment.

6.2.4 Thawing procedure
In the cases where cell suspension were solidified (this was observed at temperatures
of -20°C and below) prior to the assessment, the samples were thawed in a 37°C
water bath, gently agitating the vial until the suspension was mostly free of ice
crystals. In all cases, the cells were resuspended in pre-warmed medium, pelleted by
centrifugation and then resuspended in fresh media for membrane integrity assays.

6.2.5 Cytometric assay
Classical manual cell counting was used throughout the investigation using a
heamacytometer and an inverted light microscope (manufactured by Olympus) at 103
magnification. Trypan-blue exclusion test was used throughout the study for MSC
viability assessment (164). Briefly, cell suspension was stained with an equal volume
of trypan-blue solution giving 0.2% (w/v) final dye concentration. The counting
chamber of heamacytometer was filled with 10µl of stained cell suspension and
counts of total cells (  ) and stained cells (membrane-damaged necrotic cells which
appear stained) ( ) per multiples 0.1µl were obtained. The percentage of cells with
an intact membrane was calculated according to the following formula:

 

where

 

is the percentage of cells intact,



and

(6.1)

denote dilution factors for total

and stained cell counts respectively. In all cases cytometric assays were performed in
quadruplicate by the same investigator.
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6.3 Active learning
Active learning is a recursive procedure in which an estimate of a process, based on
current data, is used to inform on the best point to sample the function at next. The
process is then sampled at that point and the process estimate is updated and so on
recursively. Active learning is appropriate when the number of samples that can be
taken is limited due to time or cost or, as in this case, both. Thus, it is important to
maximise the information gained from each sample. Examples of active learning
with GP may be found in (165-167). Active learning is implemented in several
stages, each of which must be tailored to a particular application:

i.

A model for the data which also specifies the confidence of the model; in this
case we employ a 2-D hierarchical Gaussian Process model for regression
(i.e. noisy measurements) as explained in Section 6.3.1,

ii.

A function which takes the mean and variance estimates and converts these
into a value representing the expected return if we were to sample at that
point. This is known as the infill function (see Section 6.3.2). In this case the
expected return is the improvement of the estimate of the entire function
(aside: see (158) for an infill function which seeks instead a function
minimum), and

iii.

The maximum value of the infill function is estimated and used to select the
location of the next sample. The infill function in this case is a bounded
continuous 2-D function. The maximum of this function is found using the
DIRECT algorithm (see Section 6.3.2).
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6.3.1 Data model
The data model used is a 2-D Gaussian Process (GP) (159). A GP is defined as a
process in which realisations from the process are jointly multivariate Normally
distributed. It is a generalisation of a Gaussian probability distribution. A GP places
a Gaussian prior on the space of functions and is fully specified by a mean function
and a covariance function. Conveniently, the use of the finite number of points with
a GP results in the same properties about the function at these finite number of points
to those which might be observed if the entire function had been examined (168).
Specifically, the data generated by the process at

sample points,

భ:

can be

considered as drawn from a multivariate Gaussian distribution as:

భ:

where



denotes a Gaussian distribution,
,





(6.2)

,

:

, denotes

is the mean of the process and

,

samples taken at points

is the covariance matrix. The

covariance matrix depends on the separation of the data points and so is often
referred to as covariance function.

In this paper, an isotropic covariance matrix is used, which assumes that the
variation of the function is equal in all directions. However, before we can make that
assumption, the data must be normalised prior to modelling. Given that the active
region of interest for the function (i.e. [0,48] hours for time and [-40,20] °C for
temperature) is known in advance, the data are normalised by mapping them into
[0,1]×[0,1] prior to modelling. While this procedure is sub-optimal, it does reduce
the number of parameters to be estimated by one by assuming that the diagonal
elements of

,

all have the same value. Given an isotropic covariance function it
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now becomes more convenient to talk in terms of the correlation function which is
related to the covariance function via5:

 ,

,

as


,

is the variance of the process and

(6.3)

×

,

is the correlation function. The

correlation function is defined by a kernel with the following properties:

(6.4)

,

the correlation function at a distance of zero (i.e. between a point

 ,

and itself) is one,

(6.5)



the correlation function is only a function of the separation of the sample points,
where

denotes Euclidean distance, and



for



(6.6)

the correlation function dies away as the distance increases; where

denotes a

distance. This last condition is necessary in order for single function paths (i.e. a
collection of samples taken from the GP) to be used for inference (159). A valid
kernel function may be derived from any symmetric probability density function
(pdf) (see (159) for details); in this application the Matern Kernel, derived from the
-distribution is used (see Figure 6.1) as it is a popular choice. The Matern kernel is
defined as:

5

Here is assumed that the overall process mean is zero; alternatively a non-zero mean may be
subtracted from the data prior to modelling.
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is the modified Bessel function,

controlling the scale and

"

and
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"

&

(6.7)

are parameters of the kernel with

the shape of the kernel.

Figure 6.1: Matern kernel derived from the -distribution with prior parameters θ= 0.3 and
υ= 0.3.

Now, given a set of points at which samples have already been taken,
of locations (called evaluation points),

∗

:

, and a set

, at which we have not sampled, the

relationship between the sampled and evaluation points may be expressed by
partitioning Equation 6.2 in terms of the cross and auto-correlation matrices of the
sampled and evaluation points as (159):

'ೣభ:
'ೣ∗


∗






,

, ∗
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∗
where  ∗ is the value of the process at ,
and ∗ are appropriately dimensioned
vectors of ones,

,

is the auto-correlation between the known sample points,

is the cross-correlation between the sample and evaluation points and

 ∗ , ∗

, ∗

is the

auto-correlation of the evaluation points, ~ is used to denote drawn from and
denotes a Gaussian distribution.

The unknown parameters in the GP defined by Equation 6.8 are the process mean,
the process variance and the shape parameters for the kernel;






. These

may be estimated iteratively using Bayesian congugate analysis and a hierarchical
GP in which the parameters are organised in a hierarchy as:



where












(6.9)

denotes distribution. It is thus assumed that the kernel parameters

and

(also referred to as hyperparameters for the GP model) are independent of the
process mean and variance and may be estimated first followed by the next stage in
the hierarchy; estimating the variance and then the process mean (conditional on the
variance). Finally, estimates of the function at particular sample points may be made
given the hyperparameters. Each stage is now explained further.

Given the current data points the kernel parameters are estimated by maximising the
log likelihood function with respect to

. This function also known as the log

marginal likelihood may be expressed as (168):

భ:

:




భ:

∗

భ:
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6
∗

where

, ∗
 , is the covariance matrix of the noisy data , భ:
భ:



and



is the measurement noise covariance7.

The process parameters are estimated using a congugate Bayesian approach in which
the standard congugate Bayesian prior for a mean and (unknown) variance are used;
specifically the mean has a normal prior;
normal-inverse-Gamma prior;

( )



 

 




.

and the variance has a

is our initial estimate of the variance

of the mean, the variance is initially assumed to lie in the interval

.

An estimate of the function at the evaluation points may be constructed using least
squares (see (159) for details). However, in the current application we are interested
in estimating the value of

∗

given that the measurements are noisy. In the presence

of measurement noise Equation 6.8 becomes (168):
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∗∗

and an expected value of the mean function at the evaluation points

∗

, conditioned

on the data, may be expressed as (168):

∗

∗ 

, ∗





భ:

An estimate of variance at the evaluation points,



∗




∗


, ∗

(6.12)





∗

, may be estimated via (168):

మ

, ∗

6

*    ,ೣ∗ +

షమ
 ,


(6.13)

It is assumed that the noise is heterogenous (169, 170); see Section 6.4.2 for the validation of this
assumption.
7
Unlike the process mean and variance the hyperparameters are point estimates.
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where

,





is used to simplify notation. The maximum a-posteriori

estimates for the process parameters are (158):
 





భ:

(6.14)

and
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(6.15)

6.3.2 Infill function
The role of an infill function is to estimate the expected return from sampling at a
particular point. In terms of approximating a function there are two commonly used
infill functions; the entropy approach proposed by MacKay (171) and the squared
error approach suggested by Cohn (172). The squared error approach is preferred
here as simulations using the entropy approach tended to concentrate on the
boundary of the search space (intuitively, a point in the interior of the search space
may have samples to its right and left (in 1-D) and thus will be expected to have a
lower variance than points on the boundary. Thus the bias is introduced in the infill
function in (171). See (160) for a more in-depth discussion.). The squared error infill
function is aimed at picking the next sampling point where the reduction in variance
across the whole function is minimized. Specifically:

∗

∈



∗
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∗
where
is the current estimate of the variance at point , 
is the
estimated variance at point

in the function if a sample was taken at

∗

,

is a grid

of points in the range of the function at which the variance reduction is estimated.
Note that in order to estimate
distribution around

∗



∗

several samples are drawn from the current

.

At this point a complication is introduced into the algorithm, due to the nature of the
experiments. The data consists of a 2-D range for



; the fixed temperature at

which the experiment is carried out and the time passed. Defining the fixed
temperature as

and the time passed as

readings as









,

an experiment consists of a set of

. Thus, a vector of readings is made at a

fixed temperature as opposed to the typical situation in which a single measurement
is made. In addition, the time between the readings is also constrained by the fact
that it takes a set (significant) amount of time,

say, to make the assessment (this

value was set to 1 hour to allow sufficient time). Thus the optimum point at which to
select the next sample vector consists of first selecting the best vector given a fixed
temperature, subject to the constraint that there must be at least

minutes between

each sample. Then the best temperature point is determined:
(23(
(23(
భ
4మభ ,…,మೖ |భ :మశభ మ 56 ∀8 9

∗
1 

where









(6.17)

is used for notational purposes. The inner

optimisation is calculated using the constrained optimisation function in Matlab. The
outer optimisation is a 1-D optimisation problem which consists of determining the
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optimum temperature given the best vectors for each. The DIRECT algorithm (173)
is used for this purpose.

Figure 6.2 shows an example of this algorithm when tested on a synthetic data set.
The algorithm begins by taking some random samples of the function at 6 points.
Then 4 rounds of vector samples have already been calculated (i.e. this figure is
taken on the 5th iteration). These four vector samples are well distributed across the
function and away from the boundaries as expected. The dots represent the optimised
vectors at each temperature level. It is satisfying to note how these points avoid those
already sampled (thus maximising the returned information) and that the minimum
distance between these points is preserved. The infill function is shown on the X-Z
plane and reaches a maximum around 0.23. This will be the set temperature for the
next vector of samples which will be taken at the times indicated on the X-Y plane.
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Figure 6.2: The infill function and location points for a synthetic example. The X-Y plane
represents the points at which the function has already been sampled (represented by 'x')
and those at which the constrained optimisation proposes to sample (represented by '.'). The
Y-Z plane shows the expected return if a vector of samples is taken at that temperature level.

6.4 Results
6.4.1 Data sampling with active learning
Using the active learning technique from the last section we have conducted the
following experiments: in the first instance, three vector samples ( ,
the response function were taken at arbitrary selected locations, namely
20°C and 0°C with time points
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and

)

of

= -40°C, -

distributed evenly along the time axis.
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Figure 6.3: Gaussian process model mean estimate based on the initial sample vectors.

Figure 6.4: An estimate of the Gaussian process variance.

Figure 6.5: The infill function (shown on the X-Z plane) and the location points of the
candidate sample vectors (shown as dots on112
the X-Y plane). The highest peak of the infill
function (x*max) is the optimal sampling location for the next sample vector.
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Figure 6.3 shows the Gaussian process model mean estimate based on the current
data (3 sample vectors). Figure 6.4 shows the corresponding estimate of process
variance. Figure 6.5 shows the infill function on the X-Z plane and the location
points of the candidate sample vectors represented by dots on the X-Y plane. The
highest peak of the infill function (

∗
3( )

is the optimal sampling location for the

next sample vector; these optimal location points are represented by circles on the XY plane. In the first iteration ( = 1) the primary data set is used to model the process
and calculate the infill function. The infill function peaks at

= 13 (see Figure 6.5)

which is in the (so far) least explored area of the search space. Note how the
estimated variance is highest on the boundary

= 20 (see Figure 6.4) as it is the

most distant point from the current observations and only has them to its one side;
nevertheless it is important to note that the algorithm selects a point which is located
away from the boundary whereby a reduction of variance across the entire function
is achieved rather than only in a localised area of the function.

For the second iteration ( =2), the data set was extended with a new vector of
observations ( : ) and used to model the process and calculate a new infill function.
This new infill function has two distinct peaks (at

=-30 and

=-11) which point to

the least explored areas of the search space. In this case these peaks correspond to
the highest estimated variance locations as they both are located away from the
boundaries of the search space. The higher expected return location at
sampled first while the other peak location at

= -30 was

= -11 was sampled after the third

iteration.

A minimum region of the response function becomes evident from the Gaussian
model on the fourth iteration, occurring around
113
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extended to six sample vectors (60 observation points). The new infill function has
multiple peaks spread across the search space with the maximum at

=3. This peak

again does not match the location of the highest estimated variance which appears on
the boundary of the search space.

The Gaussian process model mean and variance estimates in the last active learning
iteration ( =5) are shown in Figures 6.6 and 6.7 respectively. The new infill function
shown in Figure 6.8 has a highest peak at
boundary point at

=18; this location is close to the

=20 which has the highest estimated variance of the function

(see Figure 6.7); however, this boundary location is again avoided and a point in the
interior of the search space is selected.
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Figure 6.6: Gaussian process model mean estimate in the last active learning iteration (i=5).

Figure 6.7: An estimate of the Gaussian process variance. Note, that the highest variance is
on the boundary at x1= 20.

Figure 6.8: The new infill function peaks at 115
x1=18 avoiding the boundary of the search space
despite the highest variance associated with this location.
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6.4.2 Measurement variance
In Section 6.3.1 we made an a priori assumption of heterogeneous noise (i.e. noise
has uneven distribution across the sampling space) associated with the observations
from the experiments. In order to verify this assumption, we examine the distribution
of variance (



) associated with the test points across the sampling space; the

variance is established from =4 repeated assays of MSC membrane integrity at each
of the test locations. Specifically, a simple average is taken of these four
measurements and used as an input to the active learning algorithm; the
measurement noise variance is estimated using the standard error of the four
measurements. Figure 6.9 illustrates an approximate distribution of the observation
variance across the sampling space. From the figure it can be seen that the variance
has rather uneven distribution across the sampling space; a large area of low variance
is seen towards the lower half of ( ,
towards the higher half of either

or

)
.

while higher variance regions appear

However, there are some isolated regions

which do not fall within this trend, therefore the justification of the overall trend is
somewhat ambiguous from the current data set.
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Figure 6.9: Approximate distribution of variance σ2*(x), associated with the MSC membrane
integrity assays at the test points across the sampling space. This approximation was
generated from the linear interpolation between the observed variance values, σ*(x), from the
repeated measurements n=4 at each of the test locations. The variance appears to be
unevenly distributed across the sampling space hence indicating heterogenous nature of
associated noise.

The hypothesis of homogeneity may be tested via the ANalysis Of VAriance
(ANOVA). Specifically Levene's test (174) or the Brown-Forsythe test (175) for
homogeneity. The two tests are very similar except that Levene's test uses the mean
while Brown-Forsythe test uses the median, hence the later is more robust for
abnormality of the data.

A null hypothesis for these two tests may be constructed as:

భ,భ


భ,మ


,ೖ
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then an alternative hypothesis (for heterogeneity of variance) can be expressed as:

,

for at least one pair of

2,%

,;


,ೕ

(6.19)

.

Table 6.2: Summary of ANOVA statistics

Test

Significance

Power

Result (0-accept, 1-reject)

Levene’s

5%

<0.001

1

Brown-Forsythe

5%

0.103

0

It is found by Levene's test that the null hypothesis is violated; the opposite result
however is found by Brown-Forsythe test which indicates that the null hypothesis
holds. Under further examination of the data it was found that several test points of
highest variance had one observation which was an outlier with respect to the other
three observations, hence robust Brown-Forsythe test accounted for lower variance
on these points. From these tests we conclude that the actual nature of noise remains
elusive from the current data set.

6.4.3 The advantage of the active learning strategy
The potential gains made from using active learning are difficult to assess in this
experiment; only one set of experiments are possible due to the monetary cost and
time involved. However, a Monte Carlo simulation based approach is possible. For a
very smooth function a grid may be close to optimal, conversely, for a function with
large gradients, active learning should provide a better result. Active learning does
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not directly target high variance (here meaning fast changes in the underlying
function), rather it aims to reduce uncertainty about the function. The variance in the
Gaussian process posterior is an estimate of uncertainty about the function, caused
by noise in observations and by lack of samples. In areas of fast change it can be
more difficult to tell the difference between noise and real changes, so with limited
samples there may be more uncertainty left in such areas, which active learning can
then target. That is the potential gains depend on the unknown underlying function.
Given the data from the actual experiments an empirical function is constructed by
means of a thin plate spline8. This empirical function is then used as a benchmark to
compare the performance of three different schemes. The first is active learning, the
second is a uniform grid and the third is random sampling. Homogeneous Gaussian
noise is added to the samples using the standard error of the actual samples. 100 runs
are produced for the grid and random approaches while 20 runs are used for the
active learning approach (due to computational complexity). The metric for
comparison is the Sum Squared Deviation (SSD) between the empirical function and
the estimates based on a GP using the samples (i.e. collected via grid, random or
active learning)9. Figure 6.10 shows the distribution of the deviations (over different
runs) from all three approaches. The first thing to notice is that the random approach
leads to significantly higher deviations and so forms a baseline. Secondly, the active
learning and grid approaches both produce similar results. However, the distribution
for the grid approach has a much larger right hand side tail due to the presence of a
second mode. This occurs as the grid approach tends to react badly to the presence of
noise around the -10°C dip in the function. In contrast, the active learning SSD
8

Specifically the tpaps function in Matlab is used; the choice of model effects the results and so they
are only indicative. We did not use a GP to avoid a self-fulfilling prophecy. The regularisation
parameter for the thin-plate spline is chosen uniformly at random from [0,0.6] each time a simulation
is run to allow for variation in the smoothness of the function.
9
The SSD is estimated numerically using a very fine grid.
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distribution is more concentrated around the mean showing that experiments based
on this approach are more consistent in their performance. Finally, the average SSD
for active learning is 899 while that for the grid is 920 and so active learning can be
expected to give a better result.

Figure 6.10: The distribution of the deviations from the active learning, equally spaced grid
and random sampling approaches obtained from the Monte Carlo simulations.

6.5 Discussion of results
The Gaussian approximation of the response function from the complete data set


is represented in Figures 6.11 and 6.12. From this approximation (clearly

seen in the cross-sectional plot of the response model mean represented in Figure
6.13) it is evident that the fastest response of MSC integrity decay occurs in the
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temperature region around -10°C, while it is much slower towards either of the
boundaries of the investigated temperature range.

Figure 6.11: Gaussian process model mean estimate based on the complete data set.

Figure 6.12: An associated estimate of the Gaussian process variance.

This phenomenon is credibly related to the nucleation of ice and change in hydraulic
permeability properties of the cellular membrane. The principles of water flux with
regard to cell freezing was described in Mazur's "Two-Factor Hypothesis" (176). The
lower the temperature, the lower the hydraulic membrane permeability, thus
minimising cell death due to severe dehydration. On the other hand, high water
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content at low temperatures is suspect to cell death because of intracellular
crystallisation. Specifically, the severity of the temperature region around -10°C may
be associated with the effect elaborated by Gao and Critser (82). These authors
emphasised the temperature zone between ~0°C and -15°C as having the highest
lethality due to the effect of ice crystallisation in the extra-cellular solution (but not
intracellular) hence super-cooled water flows out of the cells and freezes externally.
Due to this effect cells may experience severe volume shrinkage and extended
exposure to high solute concentrations in the cytoplasm. Cell volume shrinkage and
concentrated solute exposure were previously reported as factors causing cryoinjury
to the cell membrane (95).

Figure 6.13: Cross-sectional representation of the Gaussian approximation from the whole
data set. These sections were drawn at 4 hour intervals; their corresponding time points
(hours passed) are labeled individually.
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At lower temperatures (<-10°C) the magnitude of the cellular integrity decay effect
drops quickly as most of the solution (including intracellular) remain solidified.
However, there is some solution which is not fully solidified because these
temperatures are above eutectic, consequently cells still experience damage due to
multiple factors as discussed in Section 6.2. A similar trend of slower response is
observed as the temperature increases above -10°C. At these temperatures ice
crystals gradually diminish and this process is quicker at higher temperatures,
therefore it takes less time to traverse through the most lethal region. Nevertheless, it
is evident that at temperatures >-10°C, cells still experience higher overall damage
comparing to the range <-10°C because of the traverse through this lethal region.

In contrast to the experimental results presented in Chapter 5 the current study
covers a much longer time interval i.e. 48 hours compared to 18 hours in the
previous study. Hence it is not unexpected that we observe behaviour in this longer
time span which was not observed in the shorter duration. This would offer an
explanation why the previous study did not highlight this lethal region around -10°C.
Note from Figure 6.13 that this lethal region becomes more apparent after 24 hours
into the study.

6.6 Conclusions
In this chapter we presented a computer-intensive approach which was designed to
identify the best sampling locations in the post-cryopreservation cell integrity
experiments investigating their response over a range of temperature excursion
conditions. We proposed the use of an active learning methodology described in
Section 6.3 in order to gain the maximum return of information from the size-limited
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experimental sample set. We used a 2D (comprising bounded temperature and time
space) hierarchical Gaussian process data model (see Section 6.3.1) for regression
(noisy measurements) to enable process approximation from the prior data set. The
infill function (see Section 6.3.2) was used to get a measure of expected information
return from sampling at a particular location.

The performance of this algorithm was demonstrated over the experimental study on
post-cryopreservation MSCs integrity response to severe temperature elevation (in a
range from -40°C to 20°C) over a short term event (48 hours). This algorithm was
used to identify the best temperature and time points for sampling in five
experiments. The algorithm showed excellent performance by selecting the locations
which appeared to be sensible and required no manual adjustment. It was satisfying
to observe that the algorithm avoided the locations which had already been sampled
(hence maximising return of information) while simultaneously maintaining the
constraint of the minimum time interval between the experiments (giving enough
time needed for sample assessment).

Finally, we tested the distribution of noise associated with the data set to verify our a
priori assumption of heterogeneity. We used two tests for this purpose and found
contradicting results. Thus the tests revealed no clear result and homogeneity was
opted for being the simpler case.

Judging from the Gaussian approximation of the response function we conclude that
cryopreserved MSC from human bone marrow experience highest membrane
integrity damage in the temperature region around -10°C (lethal region), while it is
much slower towards either of the boundaries of the investigated temperature range.
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Cell survival rate improves greatly at temperatures of -20°C and below; e.g. at -40°C
even after 48 hours approximately 75% MSC survival was observed. A similar trend
was observed at temperatures above -10°C where cell survival rate greatly improves,
possibly because it takes less time to traverse through the lethal region.

Future work in the area includes the possible use of multi-step ahead prediction in
which the next sample to be taken is done so in consideration of the total number of
samples to be taken. That is, given say
approximately at intervals of

samples the optimum location would be

for a smooth function; thus the optimum depends

on the number of samples left to be taken.
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Cryopreservation plays an important role in stem cell research and clinical
translation of regenerative therapies. Efficient cryopreservation dictates the rate at
which recovered stem cells proliferate and differentiate to facilitate the expansion
and production of the cell line of choice. At transient sub-physiological temperatures
cell survival is governed by a large number of factors before the stabilised state of
complete biophysical and biochemical process suppression can be reached.
Maintenance of the ultra-low temperature is vital to ensure continuation of the
stabilised condition. Nevertheless, uncontrolled elevated temperatures cannot always
be avoided in applied stem cell preservation. In this thesis we investigated the
influence of elevated temperatures on cryopreservation of Mesenchymal Stem Cells
(MSCs). The main contributions of this thesis are:

•

It was found that conventional stem cell transportation practice may cause
considerable temperature elevations. Dynamic activities related to shipment
transportation were determined to be the root cause of this effect. This new
information may help to develop improved protocols for the transportation of
stem cell specimens.

•

An approximating model was developed relating the elevated temperature
conditions and the viability of cryopreserved rMSCs. This model provides
new information and can be used to predict the damage to the specimen if it
was exposed to a specific elevated temperature for a certain amount of time.

•

A novel application of active learning was employed to increase the
information return from the experiments investigating the effects of elevated
temperatures on the viability of cryopreserved hMSCs. To our knowledge,
such methodology has never been applied for similar investigation in the
field of cryobiology.
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7.1 Temperature elevation during transportation with dry ice
In Chapter 3 a study investigating temperature variations during transportation of
stem cell specimens using conventional practice in which dry ice is utilised to
maintain ultra-low temperature was presented. It was found that considerable
temperature elevations are common during transportation. In four shipments out of
five, the specimens experienced temperature fluctuations exceeding the eutectic
point of the conventional cryopreservative solution. As reported previously, the
eutectic temperature of the freezing solution containing 10% DMSO is
approximately -70°C and the temperature has to be maintained below this critical
point in order for the solution to be completely solidified and to prevent injury from
the high solute concentration as well as from the growth of ice crystals. We
suggested that dynamic transportation activities were the root cause of the
temperature fluctuations. The analysis of barometric and accelerometer data recorded
during transportation of the shipments revealed the predominant presence of
dynamic activities in the time window around the temperature fluctuations. The
results also suggested that ground transportation by vehicle and manual handling
activities were the most frequent around the time of these fluctuations, while
transportation by air was the least frequent. It was further suggested that changes in
the container orientation is the primary cause for the observed thermal fluctuations.
It was observed that change of orientation occurred around the time of temperature
fluctuations, especially in the case of large fluctuations. It was concluded that
introduction of the movement of dry ice pellets is a likely cause of the observed
fluctuations; specifically, due to the movement, the samples may become partially
exposed to the warmer gas-filled part of the container therefore causing a
temperature elevation. The opposite effect, when the specimens become covered
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under a layer of dry ice can explain the observed drops of temperature. These results
raise some concerns of possible negative consequences for the specimens during
transportation with dry ice under normal conditions. In fact, even larger temperature
elevations can occur in the case of prolonged transportation. An experiment carried
out under static conditions using an equivalent storage procedure as used for the
shipments, showed a rise in the internal temperature of the shipping container after
approximately 4 days as the amount of dry ice becomes scarce. The results obtained
from these shipment studies provide a focus for the subsequent research presented in
this thesis which investigates the effects of such uncontrolled elevation conditions
ranging from -20°C to 37°C and from -40°C to 20°C.

7.2 The effects of temperature elevation on cryopreserved rMSCs
Chapter 5 presented a study focused on the development of a mathematical model
which predicts the effects of temperature elevation on conventionally cryopreserved
rMSCs. The range of temperatures examined in the investigation was from -20°C to
37°C. During this investigation, cryopreserved rat MSCs were exposed to fixed
levels of temperature elevation and the cell viability was assessed by trypan-blue
exclusion test at various time points. In order to maintain precise temperature during
the experiments, the system presented in Chapter 4 was utilised. Under inspection of
the collected data set, a trend resembling an exponential decay of viability in respect
to both, increasing temperature and exposure time, was observed. The rapid damage
observed at temperatures close to normothermic range may be explained by the
cytotoxicity of DMSO present in the cryopreservative solution. At sub-zero
temperatures the observed damage may be associated with the “solution effects” and
ice crystallisation. According to the observed trends, a multiple regression model
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(for noisy measurements) composed of two exponentials was selected to
approximate the underlying relationship. While the proposed model provided good
generalisation properties for the experimental data as revealed by cross-validation
and most of the residuals were distributed normally, an additional mode was
observed in the tails of the distribution. It was concluded that larger data sets are
needed in order to determine if this was a genuinely different mode or a result of
experimental error. In the former case an approximating model of higher expressive
power may be needed for optimal approximation. The presented model could be
used by the practitioners to estimate the damage to the cells if specimens have been
exposed to specific temperature for a certain interval of time.

7.3 Application

of active

learning

for

the

investigation

of

temperature elevation effects on cryopreserved hMSCs
A larger scale study investigating the effects of elevated temperatures ranging from 40°C to 20°C on conventionally cryopreserved human MSCs was presented in
Chapter 6. A similar experimental approach was used as in the previous study.
Specifically, cryopreserved cells were exposed to various levels of temperature
elevation and their viability was assessed as the time passed using trypan-blue test.
In order to help maximise the return of information from the experiments we
developed and utilised a novel computer-intensive algorithm to help identify the
optimal locations (temperatures and time points) at which to sample data from the
experiments. This sampling technique uses an active learning strategy in
combination with a Gaussian process data model whereby the sampling locations for
the next experiment are determined based on the information available from the
current data set. Once the new experiment is carried out at the identified sampling
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locations, the current data set is extended with this new information. This extended
data set is then used for the identification of the new best sampling locations, and so
on iteratively. The model developed using this active learning strategy has revealed
the minimum region (indicating the most severe damage to the cells) at around 10°C. This phenomena was previously described for cell freezing and was referred to
as the “lethal region”. Similar effects related to the phase change of water may be
associated with the death of cells is this most harmful region revealed by the
presented model. It was concluded that hMSCs experience the most severe damage
at temperatures around -10°C and the effect becomes less damaging at either end of
the investigated temperature range.
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